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Abstract 
Thesis Title: Optimising the Efficiency of Coherent 
Optical Packet Switched Networks 
Author: Anthony John Walsh 
 
There is a continuing need to increase throughput in optical networks to satisfy the 
demands of internet applications. However, the non-linear Shannon capacity of 
standard single mode fibre is being approached. Also, almost all of the power used 
in optical networks is used by electronic routers. One possible solution to deal with 
both problems is to use optical packet switching. Optical packet switching uses fast 
switching tuneable lasers, which can change wavelength in the order of a several 
nanoseconds, to dynamically vary wavelength assignments in a network, and thus 
achieve routing in the network without electronic routers. In addition, fast 
wavelength assignment reduces waiting times, resulting in better utilization of 
network resources. 
However, the frequency dynamics of the tuneable lasers after switching 
wavelengths increases the waiting times required to successfully transmit data 
packets. In this thesis, frequency and phase dynamics of a tuneable laser 
transmitter, after a wavelength switching event, are initially characterised 
accurately using a novel technique. The effects that the frequency dynamics have 
on the transmission of coherent optical communication signals are mitigated using 
doubly differential decoding, a new approach proposed in this work for application 
in optical packet switched networks. This technique reduces the waiting times 
required to successfully transmit data after a wavelength switching event, and this 
enhances overall network efficiency and throughput. In addition, this work 
proposes and demonstrates the use of a least-mean squares algorithm to 
overcome polarisation demultiplexing issues which are present in these networks, 
which also decreases waiting times, increases network efficiency, and improves 
system robustness. 
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Chapter 1 
1 Introduction 
Introduction 
There is a continuing demand for data rates through fibre optic telecommunication 
networks to be increased for internet applications. The non-linear Shannon 
capacity limit of optical fibre is being reached. This has prompted the revival of 
coherent optical communications in order to increase the spectral efficiency of 
communication links by using higher-order modulation formats and, consequently, 
increase throughput. In addition, there is a motivation to reduce the role of 
electronic routing by using optical burst switched (OBS) networks or optical packet 
switched (OPS) networks, which can improve the energy efficiency of optical 
networks, while also enhancing the utilisation of the network capacity through fast 
setting up and taking down of lightpaths in response to changes in demands 
between nodes. OBS and OPS typically use tuneable lasers which switch 
wavelength at the transmitter and/ or receiver in order to route bursts or packets 
throughout the network. 
Previous research focused on intensity modulation and direct detection for 
transmission and reception of optical packets and bursts. Only recently has 
research has begun to focus on phase and polarisation modulation, as well as 
coherent detection, which can further improve spectral efficiency and throughput. 
The pursuit of coherent optical packet/ burst switched networks could potentially 
lead to achieving both higher data rates and lower energy consumption. However, 
there are a number of key issues that need to be addressed when considering 
coherent optical packet/ burst switched networks: 
• Switching the wavelength of tuneable lasers within the order of 
nanoseconds can produce time-varying frequency transients as the laser 
settles to a new wavelength. Since coherent communications is affected by 
both frequency offsets between the transmitting laser and local oscillator 
(LO) laser at the receiver as well as phase noise, there is a need to develop 
suitable characterisation techniques in order to characterise the time-
varying deterministic frequency transients as well as the time-varying phase 
noise. Difficulties can arise when trying to separate deterministic time-
varying frequency transients from time-varying phase noise profiles as the 
laser settles to its destination wavelength. However, in order to determine 
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how to best modulate the switching laser and decode coherent optical 
packets/bursts, it is necessary to characterise deterministic and random 
phase impairments. 
• These often large, time-varying deterministic frequency transients which 
occur after the tuneable lasers switch wavelengths can cause problems for 
frequency offset correction at the coherent receiver. Blind digital signal 
processing (DSP) algorithms used to compensate for the effects of 
frequency offsets have limited ranges for phase shift keying (PSK) which 
means that large time-varying frequency offsets may not be properly 
compensated for. This can result in large waiting times if frequency 
transient must enter the algorithm’s range, or possibly the loss of a packet if 
it never enters its range. Hence, there is a need to develop a transmission 
and decoding algorithm which has a large frequency offset range so that 
PSK packets will not be lost due to the limited range provided by DSP 
algorithms. 
• The network requires robust demodulation algorithms which can quickly 
compensate for unknown frequency offsets, mitigate phase noise, and 
demodulate polarisation-multiplexed signals with unknown polarisation 
rotations. However, one of the most widely used algorithms for polarisation 
demultiplexing, the constant modulus algorithm (CMA), can have long and 
variable convergence times. The CMA can also suffer from singularity 
issues which can result in the permanent loss of the data on one 
polarisation, although, techniques to avoid this have been introduced. For 
efficient coherent optical packet/burst switched networks it is necessary to 
apply a polarisation demultiplexing scheme which has short, non-varying 
waiting times, and cannot suffer from the singularity issues associated with 
the CMA. 
The following are the main contributions of this work: 
• A novel time-resolved characterisation technique to characterise the phase 
dynamics of a fast switching tuneable laser after a switching event is 
proposed. The method is based on determining a time-resolved 3-D 
complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) of the 
instantaneous differential phase of the switching laser after a switching 
event. This method overcomes any potential confusion when trying to 
consistently characterise both frequency chirp and phase noise since this 
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novel method simultaneously takes both into account in a consistent 
manner, something which previous techniques do not. The validity of this 
method is verified by comparing calculated time-resolved bit error rates 
(BERs) expected from the 3-D CCDF of the instantaneous differential 
phase with time-resolved BERs measured from a transmission experiment, 
with very close matching observed. 
• The limited frequency offset range typically associated with blind frequency 
offset compensation/ estimation schemes which use one sample per 
symbol is overcome by using doubly differential phase shift keying 
(DDPSK). Since DDPSK has a frequency offset limited only by the 
bandwidth of the receiver electronics, it allows for very large frequency 
offsets which may be encountered by coherent optical packet/ burst 
receivers (also for larger symbol rates it takes smaller frequency offsets for 
the limited electronic bandwidth to filter out the data). However, DDPSK 
has a large signal to noise ratio (SNR) penalty compared with conventional 
methods. A proposed novel decoding scheme called “Mth power DDPSK” 
can greatly reduce the SNR penalty associated with simple DDPSK while 
still retaining the same large frequency offset tolerance. Very short waiting 
times are demonstrated using a coherent optical packet/ burst switched 
transmission system using a tuneable laser transmitter. 
• One method of demultiplexing a signal which has two PSK signals, one on 
each polarisation, is the least mean squares (LMS) method of fitting a plane 
to a 3-D Stokes space surface (published by a different group) whose 
normal vector can be used to calculate a polarisation demultiplexing matrix. 
This method is applied for the first time in a coherent optical packet/ burst 
switched scenario in order to overcome issues such as the singularity 
problem and variable convergence times associated with the CMA which 
has been previously implemented, with different variations, in coherent 
optical packet/ burst receivers. The LMS method is used with Mth power 
doubly differential quadrature phase shift keying (DDQPSK) and achieves 
shorter waiting times than other comparable blind compensation methods 
that decode polarisation-multiplexed quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) 
packets or bursts (where the other methods do not employ additional 
hardware). 
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The overall structure of the thesis is as follows: 
Chapter 2 introduces optical telecommunication networks and focuses on OPS 
and OBS networks. It explains the motivations behind designing a coherent optical 
packet/ burst switched network. The main devices of interest in the thesis are 
described here, which are lasers (tuneable lasers in particular), external 
modulators and optical receivers. In addition, different modulation schemes are 
partially discussed. 
Chapter 3 discusses the motivations, major concepts and impairments 
associated with coherent communications. Phase noise, which is an impairment of 
significant importance in coherent communications, is described along with 
methods of experimentally characterising the level of phase noise of a static laser 
and a laser that switches wavelength. DSP for compensating and mitigating back-
to-back impairments are discussed as well as additional DSP for decoding phase 
modulated data which had encoding applied at the transmitter. Penalties 
associated with different decoding methods are also discussed. 
Chapter 4 discusses the most accurate way of estimating the Wiener phase 
noise of a static laser using a coherent receiver setup. This chapter also proposes 
a novel frequency chirp and dynamic phase noise characterisation technique which 
uses time-resolved 3-D complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) 
of instantaneous differential phase which can simultaneously capture the 
deterministic and random phase dynamics after a laser switches wavelength in a 
consistent manner with very high time-resolution. The validity of this method is 
verified by comparing measured time-resolved BERs with expected time-resolved 
BERs calculated using 3-D CCDF plots of the instantaneous differential phase, 
showing very close matching. 
Chapter 5 discusses the use of doubly differential decoding to overcome the 
limited frequency offset tolerance of commonly used frequency offset 
compensation algorithms. DDPSK has a frequency offset range limited only by the 
bandwidth of the electronics (for larger symbol rates it takes smaller frequency 
offsets for the limited electronic bandwidth to filter out the random data spectrum). 
However, DDPSK has a large SNR penalty compared with PSK. A proposed novel 
decoding system called “Mth power DDPSK” has the same frequency offset 
tolerance as the simple DDPSK system but has a much lower SNR penalty 
compared with PSK than the simple DDPSK system. Simulation and experimental 
results are provided for static lasers using QPSK constellations and experimental 
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results are provided for the switching case using QPSK constellations. Lower 
waiting times can be achieved by using Mth power DDQPSK than if the typically 
employed DSP were used. 
Chapter 6 describes how the CMA is typically implemented to demultiplex two 
transmitted streams of data sent on two different polarisations in coherent optical 
packet/ burst switched scenarios. It is proposed here that an algorithm published 
by a different group, which uses a LMS method to determine a best-fit plane to 3-D 
plots of s-parameters in order to determine a demultiplexing matrix, could be used 
to demultiplex packets or bursts modulated with polarisation-multiplexed DDPSK. 
The implementation of this LMS method with Mth power DDPSK in coherent optical 
packet/ burst scenarios is a novel undertaking and results in the lowest reported 
waiting times of blind polarisation demultiplexing algorithms in a switching scenario 
using QPSK constellations (without the use of additional hardware). 
Chapter 7 provides conclusions and proposes future research directions for 
this work. 
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Chapter 2 
2 Optical Packet Switched Networks 
Optical Packet Switched Networks 
This chapter introduces the fundamental concepts behind optical networks, 
provides the motivation for investigating coherent optical packet switched 
networks, and provides detail on the key devices used in coherent optical packet 
switched networks. 
2.1 Optical Networks 
There has been an enormous increase in the bit rates available to internet users, 
where global internet protocol (IP) traffic (GBytes/s) versus year is shown in Figure 
2.1 using data from [1]. There are indications that this trend will continue, such as 
the possible replacing of television broadcast channels with internet catch-up 
services [2]. At the same time as the demands on the optical networks are 
increasing, the non-linear Shannon capacity limit of fibre is being reached [3]. In 
addition, there is also evidence to suggest that a large proportion of energy 
consumption in optical communications is in the electronic routing equipment used 
in networks as opposed to the wavelength division multiplexed links [4]. 
 
Figure 2.1: Global internet traffic versus year [1]. 
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The optical network is typically divided into three sections (i) the access 
network (ii) the metro network and (iii) the core network. The access network is 
where the customer or end user connects to, and it provides access to a metro 
network. Access networks can have a tree-like network structure [5]. The data from 
customers is aggregated and if needs be is passed onto the metro network. The 
metro network services a metropolitan size area and connects access networks 
together. Metro networks can often take the form of a ring network where 
SONET/SDH rings are used [5] (SONET= “Synchronous Optical Network”, SDH=  
“Synchronous Digital Hierarchy”). Note that SONET, SDH and also OTN (“Optical 
Transport Network”) are fibre transmission systems/protocols [6]. Various metro 
networks are then connected together in a core network which is often of the form 
of a mesh network which can be justified as large traffic demands on the core 
network can be expected [5]. Core networks generally send large amounts of 
information over long distances. Note that the focus of this thesis will be on metro 
networks with a description of current and possible future metro networks given in 
the following sections. 
2.1.1 Wavelength Division Multiplexing 
In metro networks data is typically multiplexed by wavelength where this paradigm 
is referred to as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), where an example WDM 
link is shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2: WDM transmission system. 
Metro networks are described in [5, 7] . In this scheme, carriers are 
modulated with data signals of 10Gbit/s, 40Gbit/s or even up to 100Gbit/s and 
multiple carriers at different wavelengths are sent down the fibre simultaneously. 
Optical line terminals (OLTs) can be used to join different data sources at different 
wavelengths together and also separate them at their destination. With appropriate 
design, the carriers can remain independent of each other. Using devices such as 
optical add/drop multiplexers (OADMs) it is possible to remove specific 
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wavelengths at points along a link and to also add wavelengths with local data to 
the link. It can be seen that since the data is multiplexed using different 
wavelengths it is relatively straightforward to manage and route data using filters 
and OADMs. Routing data through a network based on wavelength is known as 
wavelength routing. The optical power of the signal will be attenuated if the signal 
travels over long distances (even with attenuation coefficients which can be below 
0.2dB/km [8]). Depending on the link length and other considerations it may be 
necessary to amplify the optical signal which can be done by deploying one or 
more erbium doped fibre amplifiers (EDFAs) along the link. The paths that are end-
to-end connections between source and destination are referred to as lightpaths [7, 
9]. Initially, optical communications used only basic modulation formats to encode 
data onto optical carriers such as on-off keying (OOK). However, it is possible to 
further increase spectral efficiency in optical networks by transmitting data using 
higher-order modulation formats such as M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation 
(QAM) and polarisation-multiplexed transmission systems. 
2.1.2 Possible Future Metro Networks 
As discussed in the previous section, data can be routed between two points in a 
metro network via wavelength. These lightpaths can be fixed or varied dynamically. 
When these lightpaths are fixed or varied with long reconfiguration times, this is 
referred to as optical circuit switching (OCS).  
When lightpaths are varied on the order of microseconds or nanoseconds it 
is referred to as either optical burst switching (OBS) or optical packet switching 
(OPS). Advantages associated with OBS and OPS are that the virtual circuits in 
the network can be reconfigured very quickly with changing data patterns. In 
addition, OBS and OPS allow for data not destined for a node to pass through 
intermediate nodes which will eliminate converting the data into the electrical 
domain, processing it and converting it back into the optical domain to be sent onto 
the next node in the ring, with similar arguments made in [10]. This reduction in 
processing could potentially lead to a reduction in the power consumption of the 
network. Here are two key distinguishing factors between OPS and OBS. Firstly, 
OBS tends to send bursts of aggregated packets together while OPS tends to send 
packets of finer granularity. Secondly, OPS headers are contained within the 
packet while OBS does not require headers to be sent with the bursts but instead 
OBS reserves bandwidth by sending its control data before sending the payload 
burst [11]. 
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While the focus of the thesis will be on ring metro networks, it is worth 
mentioning that OBS networks can be potentially implemented in a general mesh 
network in the following manner. OBS networks can operate on the basis that 
headers are sent out before the payload, with the headers being processed at the 
nodes so that the nodes can be configured in advance to process the data and 
also to reserve bandwidth/ time slots with the node [12]. It may be necessary to 
use buffers in the network, usually of the form of optical delay lines, in case two or 
more bursts are being sent to the same node at the same time. This approach can 
reduce the number of times the payload will need to be converted into the electrical 
domain with only the header needing to be processed electronically. This reduces 
power consumption in the network by having less electronic processing functions 
taking place in the network. Note that another different application in which 
switching tuneable lasers and burst receivers could be used is with arrayed 
waveguide gratings to create routers which use optical switch fabrics instead of 
electrical switch fabrics, which could potentially reduce power consumption and 
costs [13]. However, in this work the focus will be on implementing OBS or OPS in 
a ring network which allows for a simplified network architecture where it is 
possible to have all the electronic processing occurring only at the source and 
destination of the optical packets and not at any of the intermediate nodes. This 
type of network will be explained more fully next. 
2.1.2.1 Description of Optical Packet/ Burst Switched Ring Networks 
Shown in Figure 2.3 below is an example of an optical packet/ burst switched ring 
network.  
 
Figure 2.3: Optical packet/ burst switched ring network. 
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At each node is a tuneable laser transmitter (labelled “Tx”), a modulator and a 
receiver (labelled “Rx”). In order to send data to a particular node, the transmitter 
changes its wavelength to the wavelength associated with the destination node 
when the destination’s wavelength becomes free (i.e. is not being used by another 
transmitter). The transmitter carrier is then modulated at this new wavelength. The 
modulated signal is then sent into the ring network. At the destination some form of 
OADM can be used to drop the required wavelength. In the case of direct 
detection, each receiver will decode data at a fixed wavelength. Initially, intensity 
modulation, such as non-return-to-zero (NRZ) [14-16], was typically used with 
tuneable lasers in order to transmit data. This means that issues due to variations 
in the frequency of the transmitter would not have had as severe an impact on 
performance as would be the case for phase modulated data. This simplifies the 
receiver design where the receiver can potentially consist of simply a photodiode, 
some method of chromatic dispersion compensation and some additional 
electronics to cope with optical power variations. In addition, the modulator 
required would be just a single Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) which is described 
in section 2.2.3.1. However, a key limitation with using OOK is its poor spectral 
efficiency. 
2.1.2.2 Higher-Order Modulation Formats in Optical Packet/ Burst Switched 
Networks 
In this thesis, external modulation is used to send some form of coherent 
modulation format such as differential quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) or 
dual-polarisation DQPSK (DP-DQPSK) to further increase spectral efficiency and 
throughput. Instead of using an OADM to tap off the signal from the ring network, a 
splitter can be used to tap off some power where the polarisation-diverse coherent 
receiver selects data at the wavelength at approximately equal to the wavelength 
of the local oscillator (LO) used in the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver. 
However, a method of filtering out the selected wavelength would need to be 
employed to prevent it from continuing through the ring. The polarisation-diverse 
coherent receiver down-converts the received optical signal to a baseband 
electrical signal, since the LO and transmitter are expected to be at approximately 
the same wavelength (details of the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver are 
given in a section 2.2.4.2). Some residual frequency offset is expected to still 
remain and this needs to be compensated. Digital signal processing (DSP) is then 
performed on the received signal in order to remove and mitigate the effects 
caused by channel impairments such as chromatic dispersion. 
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The architecture used here has a tuneable transmitting laser and a fixed 
wavelength LO. Note that an alternative architecture is to have a switching 
tuneable laser at the LO which can select data from particular wavelengths where 
the data is transmitted using fixed wavelength lasers [10]. The choice of which 
architecture to use may be influenced by the protocol systems preferred at higher 
levels where perhaps having both tuneable transmitters and tuneable receivers 
might be preferred. In any case, the work undertaken in this thesis (i.e. 
characterising phase dynamics of tuneable lasers after switching, compensating 
for large/ changing frequency offsets and fast polarisation demultiplexing) applies 
to all these architectures. However, in this work tuneable transmitters and fixed 
receivers will be used as this architecture provides a clear mechanism for the 
transmitter to route data to its destination. 
There are two challenges with using phase modulation with fast switching 
tuneable lasers. Firstly, there are frequency transients after a switch which, if not 
dealt with correctly, can result in errors. Secondly, there is a need to use DSP 
which is able to mitigate channel impairments quickly after receiving a burst. The 
first challenge is dealt with in chapter 5. With regard to the second challenge, it 
was stated in [4] that the length of IP packets at 40 Gbit/s can vary between 13ns 
and 500ns (equivalent to between 520 bits and 20,000 bits). Waiting times after a 
switching event for dual-polarisation quadrature phase shift keying (DP-QPSK) 
have been published and these are prohibitively large for IP packets over these 
time scales. In one example [10], the system has variable convergence times 
(maximum convergence time is 200ns or 44,800 bits with a bit rate of 224 Gbit/s). 
In another example [17], the maximum convergence time is approximately 410ns 
or 45,920 bits with a bit rate of 112 Gbit/s. This waiting time issue is dealt with in 
this thesis by using a 40 Gbit/s dual-polarisation doubly differential quadrature 
phase shift keying (DP-DDQPSK) system where a waiting time of 30ns or 1,200 
bits is achieved [18]. This greatly improves the efficiency of coherent OPS systems 
and is discussed in detail in chapter 6. If packets are aggregated together in a 
coherent OBS system, the efficiency improvements achieved here become less 
significant as burst sizes increase. 
2.2 Devices 
In order to implement a coherent OPS/ OBS network, it is necessary to use (i) 
tuneable lasers, (ii) external modulators and (iii) polarisation-diverse coherent 
receivers. These three device categories are relevant to the advances reported in 
this thesis and the background behind these devices will be explained next. It will 
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be assumed that the reader has basic knowledge and familiarity with other devices 
such as filters and EDFAs (with many of these devices discussed in [7]). 
2.2.1 Lasers 
A laser is a light source which produces a spectrally pure source of light. Lasers 
are devices which typically have the following features: (i) a cavity for feedback (ii) 
a gain medium (iii) a method of filtering light. Lasers which are typically used in 
telecommunications are semiconductor lasers which are known for their 
ruggedness, low cost and small size [19]. 
2.2.1.1 Wavelength 
It is important to understand the factors which determine the output wavelength of 
a laser. A simple example of a laser is a Fabry-Pérot resonator [20]. Consider a 
Fabry-Pérot resonator, where the cavity provides both gain, g (gain per unit length) 
and attenuation, αs (loss per unit length) as shown in Figure 2.4 [20]. The two 
mirrors of the cavity have reflection coefficients r1 and r2 for mirror 1 and mirror 2 
respectively. As shown in the diagram, the field will have reflection coefficients 
multiplying with it. Also, gain and attenuation terms will need to be taken into 
consideration as well as the phase term relating to the propagation constant, β. 
 
Figure 2.4: Simple example of a laser [20]. 
The plane wave moving through the cavity, E(t,x), is given as (similar to that given 
in [20]): 
 
tωj
L e)x(A)x,t(E =  (2.1) 
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where AL(x) is given by[20]: 
 
( )( ) xβj2/xgα
L eAe)x(A s −−−=  (2.2) 
where ω is the angular frequency of the wave, x is the distance from the left mirror, 
A is the amplitude of the wave at x=0 and t is time.  
In [20], it is shown that the wavelengths of light, λ, which will be generated 
are given by equation (2.3): 
 
1m
nL2
λ =
 
(2.3) 
where n is the refractive index of the cavity, L is the length of the cavity and m1 is a 
non-zero, positive integer. A value of λ which satisfies equation (2.3) is referred to 
as a mode. Note also the difference in wavelength between adjacent modes will be 
[20]:  
 
nL2
λ
λ∆
2
=
 
(2.4) 
In order to use lasers in conjunction with EDFAs the wavelength of the laser will 
need to be within the 35nm bandwidth of the EDFA in the 1550nm region of the 
spectrum [7]. 
 
2.2.1.2 Side-Mode Suppression Ratio 
Single-mode operation of a laser is preferred in telecommunication applications in 
order to reduce the effects of dispersion. Hence, only one lasing mode should be 
produced with the others suppressed. The parameter side-mode suppression ratio 
(SMSR) is the power ratio between the dominant mode and the next highest power 
mode. For the sampled grating distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR) laser, which 
will be discussed in section 2.2.2.4, an SMSR in excess of 50dB can be achieved 
[21]. One method of supressing modes is to use a Bragg grating. 
2.2.1.3 Bragg Gratings 
Bragg gratings are essentially multiple partially reflecting mirrors which, when 
combined, result in a strongly reflecting mirror [20]. In practice, this can be 
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achieved by using a periodically varying refractive index of the medium used [22], 
similar to what is shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of a Bragg grating with grey and white 
sections indicating different refractive indices (similar to a figure in [22]). 
For an incident angle, iθ , the refracted angle, rθ , is given by [22]: 
 
Λn
λm
θsinθsin ri =−  (2.5) 
where m is the order of Bragg diffraction, λ is the wavelength of light, n  is the 
average refractive index and Λ is the spacing between two planes of equal 
refractive index [22]. For normal incident light, with 2/πθi =  and 2/πθr −= , 
equation (2.5) reduces to:  
 λmΛn2 =
 (2.6) 
where any λ satisfying equation (2.6) is a reflected wavelength. Hence, the use of 
a Bragg grating in a laser cavity such as in a distributed feed-back (DFB) laser or 
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser will mean that only modes which satisfy 
equation (2.6) will be produced. This will result in suppression of other modes, 
thereby achieving high SMSR. It is clear that by tuning the refractive index then the 
reflecting wavelengths in equation (2.6) can be changed. This will be important 
when tuneable lasers are discussed in later sections. 
2.2.1.4 Output Power 
Another parameter which is important is output power. High output power can 
potentially reduce the number of EDFAs used in a transmission link and, due to the 
use of external modulators which typically have loss, high output power from the 
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transmitting laser is required. Laser output power will be dependent on the 
efficiency of the laser to convert the injected carriers into photons. An analytic 
expression for the output power, P, is given in [23]: 
 
( ) )II(for   ,   II
α
α
e
νh
ηP thth
tot
mir
in >−=
   
(2.7) 
where h is Plank’s constant, ν is the frequency of light, e is the charge of an 
electron, αmir is the mirror loss (αmir=(1-r)), αtot is the loss in the cavity plus the 
mirror loss, I is the laser current, Ith is the threshold current and ηin is the internal 
quantum efficiency. As an example, the SG-DBR laser can produce output power 
levels of +2.6dBm and +4.0dBm [21]. 
2.2.2 Noise in Lasers 
2.2.2.1 Relative Intensity Noise 
In a semiconductor laser, or indeed in any laser, the three main processes 
controlling the field (and amplitude) of the laser are: (i) absorption, (ii) stimulated 
emission and (iii) spontaneous emission, which are explained in [7] but in the 
context of amplifiers. Absorption is where a carrier is excited to a higher energy by 
a photon arriving at an appropriate frequency but the photon is then lost/absorbed 
[7]. Stimulated emission is where a carrier drops from a higher energy to a lower 
energy after being “stimulated” by a photon of an appropriate frequency which 
results in the emission of an additional photon of the same energy as the input 
photon [7]. Spontaneous emission is when a carrier drops to a lower energy 
independent of any external radiation and is termed as an incoherent process as 
the resulting photon has a random direction, phase and polarisation [7]. This is 
unlike stimulated emission where the resulting photon has the same phase, 
direction of propagation and polarisation as the incident photon [7]. The stimulated 
emission process is crucial in order to generate a spectrally pure output. 
Spontaneous emissions result in noise that appears on the output of a 
laser, causing randomly varying amplitude and phase [20]. The field of the output 
of the laser, E(t), can be expressed as (similar to that given in [20]): 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]tΦtωcos.tn1AtE na ++=  (2.8) 
where A is the amplitude of the field, ω is the angular frequency of the field, na(t) is 
the amplitude noise and Φn(t) is the phase noise. 
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 Relative intensity noise (RIN), is a measure of the amplitude noise and is 
defined as [20]:  
 
[ ]ζLog10R 10n =  (2.9) 
Where Rn is the RIN, ζ is the power spectral density of 2na(t), where ζ has units of 
1/Hz. A good laser would have a RIN better than -165 dB/Hz [20]. Note that as 
losses increase from external sources, e.g. during transmission, shot noise has an 
increasing effect on the detected RIN [24]. 
2.2.2.2 Phase Noise 
The phase noise, Φn(t), from equation (2.8) above, is typically modelled as a 
Wiener process. A Wiener process, f(t), is where the power spectral density (PSD) 
of the derivate of f(t) (i.e. )t(f& ) is a zero-mean white Gaussian process and that 
[16]: 
 
∫=
t
0
τd).τ(f)t(f &
 
(2.10) 
The PSD of )t(φn& , the derivative of Φn(t), in the case of a laser is expressed as: 
 
ν∆π4)]t(Φ[PSD n =&  (2.11) 
where ∆ν is called the linewidth or full-width half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth  [20]. 
It was shown in [25] that an analytic formula for the linewidth can be given as:  
 
( )
0
2
msp
2
g
Pπ8
α1.α.n.g.ν.h.v
υ∆
+
=
 
(2.12) 
where vg is the group velocity, h is Plank’s constant, ν is the frequency of light, g is 
gain per unit length, nsp is the spontaneous emission factor, αm is the difference 
between gain and loss per unit length, α is the coupling factor between changes in 
the real and imaginary refractive indices (∆n’/ ∆n’’) and P0 is the output power per 
facet. The origin of the linewidth is from spontaneous emissions as discussed 
above, however, the phase noise is exacerbated by coupling between the intensity 
and phase changes caused by spontaneous emission events which lead to the 
linewidth enhancement factor (1+α2) in equation (2.12). It is also clear from 
equation (2.12) that higher output powers can reduce the linewidth of the laser. 
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Note that linewidth is a key limiting factor in coherent communications using phase 
modulation, e.g. a BER of 10-3 for a DQPSK system at 10GBaud requires a 
linewidth of less than 3MHz to have a penalty of less than 0.1dB [26]. 
Two examples of a semiconductor laser are DFB lasers and DBR lasers 
[20]. DFB lasers have the gain medium covering the entire length of the cavity and 
a Bragg reflector covering the same region except for a small length equal to one 
quarter of the wavelength [20]. The DBR laser separates the gain section and 
Bragg reflector sections. One advantage of the DFB over the DBR is that DFBs are 
easier to fabricate as they do not have separate active and passive sections [24]. 
However, the DFB laser cannot vary its gain and grating sections separately since 
these sections overlap. The DBR by contrast can vary the gain and grating 
sections independently. 
2.2.2.3 Tuneable lasers 
Tuneable lasers are lasers where the wavelength of the output light can be varied. 
This is useful from the point of view of inventory, where only one type of laser 
needs to be kept in reserve in case lasers in the network fail, therefore, providing a 
useful function for OCS networks. As can be seen from the discussion on 
networks, tuneable lasers are an essential component in the OBS/ OPS networks 
in order to provide dynamic wavelength paths. A comprehensive discussion on 
tuneable lasers can be found in [27]. 
There are many different mechanisms which can be used to tune the output 
wavelength. Firstly, mechanical methods [27] can be used such as in an external 
cavity laser (ECL) [28]. Secondly, thermal variations [27] change the refractive 
index of the laser cavity, which leads to variations in the mode wavelength (see 
equation (2.3)) and, hence, changes the output wavelength. Also, by changing the 
electronic current going through the sections of the laser [28] the refractive index of 
one (or more) sections of the tuneable laser can be varied resulting in a change in 
wavelength. Physical descriptions of how this occurs are given in [29] which 
discusses the free-plasma effect. Since changing electronic currents can be done 
in the order of nanoseconds, this type of tuning mechanism is a suitable candidate 
for optical packet switched network applications. 
2.2.2.4 SG-DBR Lasers 
The tuneable laser which was used throughout the experiments performed in this 
thesis was the SG-DBR laser. The tuning mechanism used in SG-DBR lasers is 
current tuning. It should be noted that the SG-DBR laser used in the experiments 
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in this thesis did not have a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) section or any 
gain section other than the gain section between the phase and front mirror 
sections as shown in Figure 2.6 [27]. An advantage of having an SOA section is 
that the amplitude of light from the laser can be controlled more easily [27]. The 
phase section is used for additional control of the wavelength [27], where the 
phase section can make precise wavelength adjustments. SG-DBR front and back 
mirrors consist of sampled Bragg gratings which are periodically placed in these 
sections [30]. These result in a periodic reflection spectrum which can be tuned by 
varying the currents applied to these sections which changes refractive index. 
 
Figure 2.6: Laser schematic diagram of a typical SG-DBR [27]. 
It should be noted that while current tuning on its own provides a limited 
tuning range, the tuning range of the SG-DBR can be extended by appropriate 
design of the front and back mirrors as will be described next. A key aspect of the 
SG-DBR laser is that front mirror and back mirrors have different spaces between 
reflectivity peaks. In addition, only wavelengths which are reflected by the front and 
back mirrors will be continuously amplified in the cavity. This means that the only 
wavelengths which can be lasing wavelengths must have coinciding reflection 
peaks at the front and back mirrors. The fact that mirror peak reflection peaks have 
different spaces means that there are a large number of possible wavelengths to 
tune to. This is sometimes referred to in the literature as the Vernier effect [27]. 
The Vernier effect allows for a much larger tuning range in spite of the limited 
range achievable by current tuning alone. As is shown in [31], it possible to tune to 
85 different wavelengths with 50GHz spacing and SMSR values greater than 
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40dB, demonstrating a large tuning range, with a spectrum of possible wavelength 
channels given in [31] presented here in Figure 2.7 (Figure 2.7 is taken from [31]). 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Overlapping spectra of different possible wavelength channels 
for an SG-DBR laser, consisting of 85 channels separated by 50GHz, and 
with SMSR values greater than 40dB (this figure was taken from [31]). 
In terms of performance, the SG-DBR laser is capable of producing SMSRs 
greater than 50dB at output powers greater than 2.6dBm but may have large 
variations in linewidth, with linewidths of 4.6MHz and 19.8 MHz both possible at 
the same wavelength but with different bias settings [21]. It is also possible to 
quickly switch between wavelengths using the SG-DBR laser. However, frequency 
transients can occur directly after a switching event which affects the performance 
of phase modulation schemes. This is A switching transient occurs when the back 
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section of the SG-DBR laser has a square wave applied to it as presented in 
Figure 2.8 [32]. 
 
Figure 2.8: Switching frequency offset versus time for switching SG-DBR 
(slight alteration of the figure in [32]). 
Among the key concerns when performing fast switching with a multi-
section tuneable laser, like the SG-DBR, are the excitation of other unwanted 
modes, the frequency transients directly after switching, and increases in phase 
noise after switching. Simulations of the effects of switching on output power and 
SMSR have also been carried out [30] which demonstrate the potential for other 
modes to appear during the switching process as well as a settling time being 
required to allow the laser output to stabilise at the destination mode. Therefore, it 
may be necessary to introduce a blanking period immediately after a switch to 
ensure that spurious modes are not transmitted. 
A scheme to reduce the transients in fast switching tuneable lasers has 
been suggested in [33]. By applying switching voltages with pre-emphasis to the 
rear section of a digital supermode distributed Bragg reflector (DS-DBR) laser and 
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by applying compensating transient signals to the phase section, the laser will 
settle sooner after switching. This scheme has been shown to result in large 
decreases in frequency transients [33] , allowing for dual-polarisation quadrature 
phase shift keying (DP-QPSK) data to be decoded within 125ns after switching 
(100ns wait after the switching plus 25ns constant modulus algorithm (CMA) 
convergence time). However, there is added complexity in terms of calibrating the 
pre-emphasis signals and applying pre-emphasis signals to the phase and rear-
mirror sections. 
Also, characterisations of the variations in linewidth after a switching event 
suggest that the linewidth of the SG-DBR laser decreases to less than an order of 
magnitude from its steady-state value within 15ns after a switching event [34] (note 
that this work was done contemporaneously with the research published here). 
However, more analysis on the frequency and phase noise dynamics will be 
provided in a later chapter. 
2.2.3 Modulation 
In order to transmit data, the laser light must be modulated. This means that 
properties of the light generated by the laser, such as its power, phase or 
polarisation must be varied in response to electrical data, and so that these 
variations can be interpreted at the receiver to determine the original message. 
Two types of modulation in optical communication are direct modulation and 
external modulation. In direct modulation, the laser’s currents are typically varied in 
order to change the output laser frequency or power [19], e.g. high power to 
indicate a “1” and low power to indicate a “0”. A key advantage of this method is 
lower equipment cost compared with using external modulation devices. A key 
disadvantage of direct modulation is that it typically introduces frequency chirp 
which can result in large penalties from dispersion [7]. Frequency chirp is defined 
as variations in the instantaneous frequency as a function of time. Direct 
modulation can be used to implement higher-order modulation formats as 
demonstrated recently [35], however, this requires the use of more than one laser. 
External modulation, which will be described next, can be used without requiring a 
full characterisation of a laser’s frequency response, can be implemented using 
only a single transmitting laser, does not have the severe frequency chirp issue 
and, due to the fact that the transmitting laser will be switching wavelengths, 
external modulation is a more straightforward method of performing the modulation 
process. Two disadvantages of external modulation are the costs of having an 
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additional external modulation device and also the loss in optical power after going 
through an external modulation device such as a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). 
2.2.3.1 External Modulation and the Mach-Zehnder Modulator 
External modulation can be performed by various different devices. In this thesis, 
the key device used for performing external modulation is the Mach-Zehnder 
modulator (MZM), with a schematic diagram of the MZM shown in Figure 2.9 
below. A MZM is typically made of Lithium Niobate [36], where its refractive index 
can be altered by applying a voltage across it, with a linear relationship between 
refractive index and voltage. The phenomenon exploited is known as the Pockels 
effect [36]. When light enters to the MZM, it is split into two paths. By varying the 
refractive index in one or both paths, the delay the wave(s) experience varies. This 
can result in constructive or destructive interference when the waves are 
recombined. 
 
Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of a MZM [8]. 
The transfer function of the MZM, TMZM(V1,V2), (i.e. the output field divided 
by the input field) is given by (similar to equation (1) in [8] but including an insertion 
loss term, αMZM): 
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )[ ]2/ψ2/VΦVΦCos.                       
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(2.13) 
where V1 and V2 are the applied voltages shown in Figure 2.9, ψ is a constant 
phase delay and the phase delay function, Φ(V), is governed by [8]: 
 
Vκ)V(Φ =
 (2.14) 
where κ is a constant. By appropriate electrode design it is possible to drive the 
modulator with only one signal and have V1(t)=-V2(t) so that chirp-free performance 
can be achieved [8]. An important parameter, denoted as Vπ, is the change in 
voltage required in a single arm to give a π phase change in that arm [8]. Letting: 
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 21 VVV∆ −=  (2.15) 
Vπ is the change in ∆V necessary to go from maximum to minimum optical output 
power. 2Vπ is required to switch between two maximum transmission peaks but 
with a π phase difference between the two output fields. The MZM shown in Figure 
2.9, using only one drive signal and having V1(t)=-V2(t), can modulate a laser with 
OOK and binary phase shift keying (BPSK). 
Two MZMs can be combined to form an IQ modulator as shown in Figure 
2.10 below. This modulator is capable of performing quadrature phase shift keying 
(QPSK) modulation as the phase in the lower arm is shifted by 90o as well as M-
QAM. Other possible modulator configurations for generating constellations such 
as 16-QAM are suggested in [37]. In addition to this it is possible to combine two 
IQ modulators to modulate two polarisations of light using a polarisation 
multiplexed IQ modulator as shown in Figure 2.11. Note that in Figure 2.10, a DC 
bias voltage is used on each arm to essentially compensate for the ψ in equation 
(2.13) and the VRFI and VRFQ inputs are the high speed data signals modulating the 
data. Note that in Figure 2.11 only the RF signals are shown and the DC bias 
voltages are omitted. 
 
Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of an IQ modulator [8]. 
 
 
Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of a polarisation multiplexed IQ modulator 
[38]. 
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2.2.3.2 Higher Order Modulation Formats 
Using the modulators described in section 2.2.3.1, different modulation formats can 
be generated. In optical communications, information can be sent by varying one 
or all or the following; amplitude, phase and polarisation. Frequency (or 
wavelength) is used to multiplex data as described above in the WDM paradigm. 
However, small frequency deviations can be used to implement frequency shift 
keying. 
The modulator shown in Figure 2.9 is known as an intensity modulator but 
is also essentially an amplitude modulator since it can reduce the input field by an 
arbitrary amount and can also make the sign of the wave to be positive or 
negative. When the amplitude of the field is modulated so that it either has zero 
amplitude, or a particular non-zero amplitude, this is referred to as OOK. When the 
field is modulated so that it has the same power for both 1 and 0 but has either a 
0o or 180o phase shift this is referred to as BPSK. Both these modulation formats 
only send one bit per symbol. These two modulation formats are illustrated using 
constellation diagrams that are shown in Figure 2.12 below. The number of bits per 
symbol, Mb, is calculated via: 
 
( )sym2b NlogM =  (2.16) 
where Nsym is the number of symbols used in the modulation format. 
 
Figure 2.12: Constellation diagrams of (a) OOK and (b) BPSK. 
Since the modulation formats shown in Figure 2.12 only send one bit per 
symbol, it is of interest to look at modulation formats which send a larger number of 
bits per symbol as this can be used to increase spectral efficiency. The IQ 
modulator shown in Figure 2.10 above modulates a sine wave and cosine wave 
independently which means there is an extra degree of freedom compared with the 
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intensity modulator in Figure 2.9. Examples of the modulation formats which can 
be generated with this modulator are QPSK and 16-QAM as shown in Figure 2.13 
below and it can be seen the number of bits per symbol are 2 and 4 respectively. 
 
 
Figure 2.13: Constellation diagrams of (a) QPSK and (b) 16-QAM. 
In addition, it is possible to add another degree of freedom by modulating 
data on two different polarisations by using a polarisation-multiplexing-IQ-
modulator as shown in Figure 2.11 above. Modulation formats such as DP-QPSK 
or dual-polarisation 16-QAM can be generated which have 4 bits per symbol and 8 
bits per symbol respectively. Phase recovery for general M-QAM is presented in 
[39]. It is also possible to generate polarisation QAM modulation systems which not 
only use polarisation multiplexing both also take advantage of the ability to send 
QAM signals on single polarisations to increase throughput [40]. 
All these modulation formats will experience various impairments as they 
travel through a fibre optic cable such as attenuation, chromatic dispersion, 
polarisation rotations, etc. Hence, it is a key function of the receiver to 
compensate/mitigate the effects of these impairments on the received signals so 
that the data can be correctly recovered. 
2.2.4 Optical Communication Receivers 
The key device for receiving optical communication data is the photodiode. The 
photodiode converts received photons into electrons which allows for either direct 
determination of the data sent, in the case of OOK, or can be used in conjunction 
with other optical devices, other photodiodes and DSP to demodulate data 
transmitted using amplitude, phase and/or polarisation modulation. In this thesis, 
phase modulation and polarisation modulation will be the key focus. Two widely 
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used methods for demodulating phase shift keying (PSK) data are (1) delay 
interferometers and (2) coherent receivers. These methods will be described next. 
2.2.4.1 Delay Interferometers 
An example of a delay interferometer receiver setup is shown in Figure 2.14 below 
[41]. Note that this receiver is designed to demodulate signals that use differential 
binary phase shift keying (DBPSK), where data is encoded on phase changes. 
Here, the incoming signal field, ERX(t), is split into two parts, where one arm is 
delayed in time, then both parts are recombined and have their coupled outputs 
detected by balanced photodiodes. The electrical signal, IPD(t) is given by [41] 
(assuming that the amplifier has a finite, but high common mode rejection ratio, the 
following equation will apply): 
 
)]Tt(E)t(E.KRe[)t(I *RXRXPD −=  (2.17) 
 
Figure 2.14: Delay interferometer receiver [41]. 
where T is the relative time delay between the upper and lower arms and K is a 
proportionality term that will be present (however K is not included in [41]). Not 
considering noise terms, ERX(t) will be of the form: 
 
)t(Φtωj
RX
modAe)t(E +=
     (2.18) 
where A is amplitude, ω is angular frequency and Φmod(t) is the phase modulation. 
Hence, it can be show that equation (2.17) now becomes: 
 
)]Tt(Φ)t(ΦTωcos[KA)t(I modmod2PD −−+=  (2.19) 
In Figure 2.14, the “Bit Delay” refers to a coarse delay which is set to be 
equal to the bit period of the received DBPSK signal. The precise delay, set by 
Vfine_tune, must implement a very small and precise time delay change, of the order 
of femtoseconds so that the ωT term in equation (2.19) is equal to a multiple of 2π. 
As a result of this, IPD(t) gives a positive value for zero phase changes and a 
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negative value for π phase changes resulting in correct demodulation of DBPSK. It 
is then possible to combine and configure various delay interferometers in order to 
demodulate differential M-ary PSK signals. Note that the “Bit Delay” should then be 
set to the symbol period for M-ary PSK demodulation. One key advantage of this 
system is that it does not require a LO as in the case of the coherent receiver. One 
key disadvantage of this scheme is that the signal is being mixed with itself which 
approximately doubles the amount of noise in the system and results in an optical 
signal to noise ratio (OSNR) penalty with respect to the coherent case. Note that 
the reasons for using coherent detection over direct detection are discussed at the 
start of the next chapter. 
2.2.4.2 Polarisation Diverse Coherent Receiver 
When decoding dual-polarisation phase shift keyed signals, a polarisation-diverse 
coherent receiver can be used [42]. A diagram of a polarisation diverse coherent 
receiver is shown in Figure 2.15 below [42]. The receiver consists of polarisation 
beam splitters (PBSs) and 90o optical hybrids. 90o optical hybrids produce four 
outputs which are proportional to the sum of the LO input delayed by one of [0o, 
90o, 180o, 270o] and the signal field (as can be seen from the equations in [42]). 
This receiver allows for the in-phase and quadrature components of the received 
waves, on both polarisations, to be decoded. 
 
Figure 2.15: Polarisation-diverse coherent receiver [42]. 
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If the signal wave’s polarisation components, Esx(t) and Esy(t), and the LO 
wave’s components, ELO,x(t) and ELO,y(t), are represented as:  
 
tωj)t(θjδj
spolsx
ss e.e.eP α)t(E =
 (2.20) 
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then the output currents, where ωs=ωLO, are given as [42]: 
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where R is the responsivity of the photodiodes, Ps is the power of the signal, PLO is 
the power of the LO, αpol is the proportion of the signal power going into the 
coherent receiver in the x-polarisation, δ is the phase difference between the two 
polarisation components of the signal, θS(t) is the phase modulation of the signal 
(with transmitter phase noise also being present), and θnLO(t) is the phase noise of 
the LO. However, equations (2.24) to (2.27) relate to a homodyne receiver, where 
ωs=ωLO, while in this thesis the focus will be on intradyne receivers where a non-
zero angular frequency term (ωs - ωLO)t will be included in the argument of the 
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cosine and sine terms of equations (2.24) to (2.27). The currents can then be sent 
through electronic DSP to remove distortions caused by chromatic dispersion, 
polarisation rotations, and frequency offset [43]. 
2.3 Summary 
In this chapter, the motivations behind this work and the key devices used to 
implement this work have been described. It was described how using an optical 
packet/ burst switched network with coherent detection can reduce the electronic 
processing used in networks. By using higher-order modulation formats more bits 
per symbol/ higher spectral efficiency can be achieved. A key component of the 
coherent OPS and OBS networks is the fast switching tuneable laser and the main 
points of interest with respect to this device were discussed. The wavelength 
tuning mechanism which appears to be most suitable is current tuning due to its 
fast tuning times. The SG-DBR laser is a very suitable laser for coherent OPS/OBS 
networks as it is current tuned and can access a large range of wavelengths. It 
was shown that MZM architectures can implement coherent modulation formats by 
varying amplitude, phase and polarisation. Finally, polarisation-diverse coherent 
receivers were introduced with their fundamental equations provided. Before 
presenting detailed descriptions of the novel characterisation and transmission 
systems developed in this work, a review of the standard laser phase noise/ 
frequency transient characterisation techniques, standard DSP encoding for 
transmission and standard DSP for demodulating signals detected with a 
polarisation-diverse coherent receiver will be presented. 
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Chapter 3 
3 Coherent Optical Communication 
Coherent Optical Communication 
In this chapter, the theory and standard techniques of coherent optical 
communications will be explored. A description of a standard coherent optical 
transmission system will be discussed. This chapter will then focus on the key 
impairments associated with coherent optical communications in back-to-back 
scenarios which are: (i) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), (ii) frequency 
offset, (iii) phase noise, and (iv) polarisation rotations. In addition, standard 
techniques to characterise the phase noise of static lasers and previously 
published techniques to characterise frequency chirp and time-resolved phase 
noise of switching lasers will be reviewed. The limitations of these techniques will 
also be discussed which will motivate the need for the novel approaches 
developed in this work in order to overcome these limitations. This thesis does not 
focus on impairments which are associated with long distance transmission such 
as chromatic dispersion, polarisation mode dispersion (PMD) and non-linear 
impairments since the issues associated with back-to-back transmission need to 
be fully resolved before long distance transmission problems of coherent optical 
packets are considered. The standard techniques to overcome the back-to-back 
impairments will be discussed as well as their limitations which will motivate the 
need for the novel DSP strategies developed in this thesis which can overcome 
these limitations. Finally, BER versus signal to noise ratio per bit (SNRb) 
relationships for different decoding systems will be explored.  
3.1 Coherent Optical Communication System Overview 
Shown in Figure 3.1 is a typical coherent optical communication system. The 
transmitter is typically a low linewidth laser with a wavelength near 1550nm. The 
transmitter laser output is then passed through a polarisation controller (PC) which 
is varied so that the light entering the modulator has the correct polarisation for that 
modulator. Note that the modulator may be a single-polarisation modulator or a 
dual-polarisation modulator. The modulator then puts data onto the carrier of the 
light entering the modulator by varying one or more of the carrier’s parameters; 
amplitude, phase or polarisation. The channel through which the modulated carrier 
passes through is typically a long length of optical fibre which may have EDFAs 
used in order to provide enough power at the receiver. 
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Figure 3.1: Typical coherent optical communications system setup, where 
the modulator could be a single or dual-polarisation modulator. 
One receiver which can decode carriers using a combination of amplitude, 
phase and polarisation modulation is the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver. 
The key functions of a polarisation-diverse coherent receiver are: (i) to convert the 
carrier and data modulation of the received signal from the optical domain to the 
electrical domain, (ii) to down-convert the optical carrier from a value greater than 
190THz to an electrical carrier that is only a few gigahertz and (iii) to output the in-
phase and quadrate components of a signal for both the x and y polarisation. More 
details of the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver are provided in [1]. The 
essential components of a polarisation-diverse coherent receiver are shown in 
Figure 3.1. After going through an optional PC (which is useful for laboratory 
experiments) the input signal, Es(t), goes through a PBS where each output 
polarisation component goes to a different 90o optical hybrid. The LO is a laser 
which is separate from the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver which goes 
through a PC. Then, it goes through a PBS with each output polarisation 
component going to a separate 90o optical hybrid. The output polarisation 
components from the PBSs with the same state of polarisation go to the same 90o 
optical hybrid. As explained in the previous chapter, a 90o optical hybrid has four 
outputs with each output proportional to the sum of the LO input delayed by one of 
[0o, 900, 1800, 2700] and the signal input. The outputs of the 900 optical hybrids are 
detected by balanced photodiodes as shown in Figure 3.1. Balanced photodiodes 
prevent optical power from one of the two coupler outputs being lost/wasted 
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(balanced photodiodes are discussed in [2]). The four outputs from the balanced 
photodiodes are the in-phase and quadrature components of each of the x and y 
polarisations. The equations for these four outputs were given at the end of the 
previous chapter. 
The key purpose of the LO is to down-convert the received signal from a 
carrier of high frequency, greater than 190THz, to a carrier which is only a few 
gigahertz. The LO and the transmitter laser need to have a difference in frequency 
which is less than the bandwidth of the receiver electronics or else the beat signal 
will not be observed. The current outputs from the polarisation-diverse coherent 
receiver will have to go through DSP in order to remove impairments such as 
residual frequency offset between the transmitter and LO lasers and to reverse any 
precoding performed at the transmitter in order to recover the data. The DSP used 
in coherent optical communications for M-ary PSK data will be described in more 
detail in section 3.4. 
In back-to-back scenarios, the distance of fibre travelled is at most of the 
order of meters with the main impairments being: (i) amplified spontaneous 
emission (ASE) noise from amplifiers, (ii) polarisation rotations, (iii) frequency 
offsets between the transmitter and LO lasers, and (iv) phase noise from the 
transmitter and LO lasers. These impairments must first be dealt with before 
transmission impairments such as chromatic dispersion and PMD are investigated. 
As stated above, only back-to-back impairments are considered in this thesis. 
3.1.1 Reasons to Use Coherent Optical Communication Systems 
Besides coherent detection of signals, it is also possible to receive signals by using 
“direct detection” where the signal is detected simply by a photodiode or using a 
combination of delay interferometers and photodiodes. The use of delay 
interferometers was discussed in the previous chapter. While direct detection 
systems are often simpler to implement than coherent systems where little or no 
DSP may be required they have shortcomings compared with coherent detection 
systems: 
(1) Coherent detection becomes shot-noise limited in terms of the receiver 
sensitivity by increasing the LO power which makes all other noise terms 
negligible compared with shot-noise [2]. However direct-detection systems 
do not have this capability. It is further elaborated in [2] that power penalty 
difference between a direct detection scheme for OOK limited by the 
“quantum limit” and the shot-noise limited coherent BPSK scheme is 3.5dB.  
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(2) Coherent systems are able to filter out closely spaced signals in a WDM 
setting in the electrical domain [1], which can eliminate the need for 
additional narrowband optical filters. 
3.2 Back-to-Back Channel Impairments 
This section identifies various important back-to-back impairments and provides 
mathematical descriptions of these impairments. 
3.2.1 Additive White Gaussian Noise 
It is typical in the theory of communications to measure the performance of a 
proposed data transmission system in terms of its performance in the presence of 
AWGN. AWGN is defined as a random process whose PSD is the same constant 
value at each frequency, where its value indicates the severity of the AWGN. A 
sample AWGN process is shown in Figure 3.2 (a) and the PSD of this AWGN 
process is shown in Figure 3.2 (b). 
 
Figure 3.2: Plot of (a) AWGN vs. time (b) PSD of AWGN. 
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A measure of the quantity of noise in a signal is given by the SNRb which is 
defined as the ratio of the signal energy per bit to twice the PSD of the unwanted 
noise (which is often AWGN in theoretical analysis) [3]. Optical signal to noise ratio 
(OSNR) is a parameter which is often measured in optical communications 
systems in order to determine the level of noise in a system. OSNR is related to 
SNRb via the formula [4]: 
ref
bB
B2
SNRROSNR =
 (3.1) 
where RB is the bitrate of the system being measured (containing the sum of the bit 
rates in both polarisations), Bref is the bandwidth resolution (with units of frequency) 
of the optical spectrum analyser (OSA) and SNRb is the signal to noise ratio in one 
polarisation. Since RB is the sum of the bit rates in both polarisations the 2 in the 
denominator remains for both single-polarisation systems and dual-polarisation 
systems.  Note that in experiments where ASE noise from an EDFA (with no input) 
is added to a signal in order to vary its OSNR, the spectrum of the added ASE 
noise within the bandwidth of the signal is not always flat. Variations in the ASE 
spectrum within the bandwidth of the signal can be flattened by using an optical 
bandpass filter. 
3.2.2 Polarisation Rotations 
When light propagates through a fibre, polarisation rotations occur. This means 
that the components of light oscillating in different planes will vary in power and 
relative phase delay. This, in the simplest case, is characterised by a multiplication 
with a unitary matrix (given in [5]): 
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(3.2) 
where Γ and ψ1 are the phase retardation and azimuth angle respectively [5]. 
3.2.3 Frequency Offset 
Frequency offset impairments occur as a result of the transmitter and LO lasers 
having different frequencies. This impairment must be removed in the case of M-
ary PSK signals since the presence of the frequency offset will affect phase 
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changes which can either reduce the performance of the system or make recovery 
of the data impossible. It has been discussed in the previous chapter that fast 
switching tuneable lasers will exhibit frequency transients directly after they switch 
wavelengths. This will consequently result in frequency offset transients at the start 
of a packet or burst in a switching scenario if a tuneable laser is at the transmitter 
and/ or at the receiver’s LO. This motivates the search for a robust frequency offset 
compensation algorithm to cope with large and varying frequency offsets. A key 
issue with frequency offset compensation algorithms is that the frequency offset 
needs to be determined even though the signal contains data. If this data affects 
the phase of the signal, such as in the case of M-ary PSK, then issues can arise. A 
situation will be assumed where a coherent receiver has detected a signal which is 
then correctly downsampled to one sample per symbol and sampled in the 
optimum position, resulting in a downsampled M-ary PSK signal with a frequency 
offset present. If the amplitude is assumed to be constant then the resulting phase 
of the received signal, Φrec(t), can be expressed as: 
 
0nmodrec Φ)kT(Φ)kT(ΦkTω)kT(Φ +++=  (3.3) 
where ω is the angular frequency offset, assumed to be constant in this case, 
Φmod(t) is the M-ary PSK phase modulation at different points in time, Φn(t) is the 
Wiener phase noise, Φ0 is the initial phase, n is the sample index and T is the 
symbol period. For the purposes of understanding frequency offset issues, the 
Wiener phase noise will be assumed to be negligible. Φmod(kT) for an M-ary PSK 
signal can be expressed as:  
 
( ) nmod kM
π2kTΦ =
 
(3.4) 
where kn is a random integer in the range [0,M-1].  
Observing equations (3.3) and (3.4), it can be seen that it would be 
impossible to distinguish whether a 2π/M change in Φrec(t), was due to a frequency 
offset equal to 2π/(MT) with zero phase modulation or was due to a 2π/M change 
from data modulation with zero frequency offset. This ambiguity will be present for 
frequency offsets outside the ±π/(MT) range, where some form of frequency offset 
correction is employed. Therefore, ambiguity with respect to estimating frequency 
offset will always be present in the above paradigm where the frequency offset is 
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sufficiently large and the received phase has been downsampled to one sample 
per symbol. 
3.2.4 Phase Noise 
Phase noise is where the laser’s instantaneous phase has a Wiener phase noise 
process added to it resulting in phase shifts over time. Wiener phase noise 
ultimately limits the number of phase states possible in a phase modulated data 
transmission system. The instantaneous phase noise of a laser, Φn(t), considering 
only Wiener noise, is typically governed by the following rule [6]): 
 
( ) ( )( ) int2nintn Tν∆π2tΦTtΦ =−+  (3.5) 
where Tint is a time interval and ∆ν is called the “linewidth”. It is possible to derive 
the Lorentzian PSD of the optical field using the assumption of only a Wiener 
phase noise process, where this derivation is provided in [2]. The PSD of the 
optical field, Sx(ω), is given as [2]: 
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where ω is angular frequency, P1 is the average power of the field and ω0 is the 
angular frequency of the field. This Lorentzian PSD is utilised in the measurement 
of linewidth as is described in section 3.3.1. Note that a Lorentzian curve, L(x) is of 
the form [7]: 
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(3.7) 
where x is the independent variable, with x0 and Γ being constants. 
3.3 Phase Noise Measurement Schemes 
Measuring the level of phase noise in a laser output is critical to predicting the 
performance of a system that uses that laser, with different levels of performance 
depending on the modulation format and the symbol rate used. A number of phase 
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noise characterisation techniques will be discussed in the following section. These 
will consist of static linewidth/ phase noise measurement techniques as well as 
time-resolved frequency chirp/ phase noise measurement techniques. 
3.3.1 Delayed-Self Heterodyne Phase Noise Measurement 
The delayed self-heterodyne setup is shown in Figure 3.3 (with a similar setup 
shown in [8]). The laser under test is split into two parts by a 50/50 coupler, where 
one part is sent through a fibre delay line and the other part is frequency shifted by 
driving a phase modulator with a 2GHz sine wave. A polarisation controller is used 
to optimise the polarisation going into the phase modulator. Both parts are 
recombined with a 50/50 coupler with one output of the coupler going to a 
photodiode, then amplified electrically and, finally, the amplified signal is measured 
by a radio frequency spectrum analyser (RFSA). The RFSA will detect a spectrum 
which is expected to have a Lorentzian profile. If the frequency noise is a zero-
mean white Gaussian process, this will imply that the phase noise will be a Wiener 
process which will result in the power spectral density of the field having a 
Lorentzian profile as derived in [2]. By fitting a Lorentzian curve to the measured 
spectrum it will be possible to determine the FWHM linewidth from the fit, which 
then needs to be divided by 2 as the phase noise of the combined signal after the 
50/50 coupler, used for measurement, is double the phase noise of the laser under 
test. 
 
Figure 3.3: Delayed Self-Heterodyne setup for measuring linewidth (PD= 
“Photodiode”) (similar to setup in [8]). 
3.3.2 Coherent Receiver Phase Noise Measurement 
Another method used to characterise phase noise is to use a coherent receiver 
phase noise measurement scheme, such as the one shown in Figure 3.4, as 
suggested in [6]. Note the linewidth of the LO input should be much lower than the 
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laser under test. The LO models used in experiments and their specified linewidths 
will be given for each experiment. 
 
Figure 3.4: Coherent receiver method of measuring phase noise. 
If each PC is set appropriately so that the beat signals will be concentrated 
on the x polarisation, then by using the real-time scope and offline DSP it is 
possible to determine the instantaneous phase difference, Φdiff_x(t) between the 
laser under test and the low linewidth laser: 
 
[ ][ ]Qx,Ix)t(Φ x_diff ATAN2UNWRAP=  (3.8) 
where Ix and Qx are the x-polarisation beat signals from the coherent receiver as 
shown in Figure 3.4. ATAN2[p,q] is the MATLAB command for the two argument 
arctan where p is the cos input and q is the sin input (its output is in the range (-π, 
π]). UNWRAP[x] is the MATLAB unwrap function which interprets any phase 
changes greater than or equal π to be the result of the phase drifting outside the (-
π,π] range where an appropriate 2π phase addition is made to ensure a continuous 
phase trajectory. Using the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver equations from 
chapter 2: 
 ( ) ( ) ]δtθtθcos[
2
PPRI LOsLOSx +−=  
(3.9) 
 ( ) ( ) ]δtθtθsin[
2
PPRQ LOsLOSx +−=  
(3.10) 
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where Ps is the power entering the signal port (power of the laser under test), PLO is 
the power entering the LO port (power of the low linewidth laser), θs(t) is the 
instantaneous phase of the signal port input (laser under test), θLO(t) is the 
instantaneous phase of the LO port (low linewidth laser), R is the responsivity of 
the photodiodes and δ is an arbitrary phase offset (δ is phase difference between x 
and y detected fields but only the x-field is being used here). Substituting equations 
(3.9) and (3.10) into (3.8) and simplifying yields: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ]]]δtθtθsin[,                   
]δtθtθ[cos[atan2[unwraptΦ
LOs
LOsx_diff
+−
+−=
 
(3.11) 
The instantaneous phase of the laser under test and the low linewidth laser can be 
given as: 
 
( ) ( ) s0nsss θtθtωtθ ++=  (3.12) 
 
( ) ( ) LO0nLOLOLO θtθtωtθ ++=  (3.13) 
where the ωs and ωLO terms represent angular frequencies of the signal and LO 
respectively; θns(t) and θnLO(t) terms represent phase noise processes of the signal 
and LO respectively, and θ0s and θ0LO terms represent initial phases of the signal 
and LO respectively. Hence, equation (3.11) will contain a frequency offset term, 
((ωs – ωLO)t), the difference in phase noise between the two lasers, (θns(t) – θnLO(t)),  
(this essentially increases the phase noise since phase noise is a random process) 
and an initial phase term. The frequency offset term can be removed by doing a 
linear regression fit of Φdiff_x(t) against t and removing the estimated slope from 
Φdiff_x(t) which should leave only the instantaneous phase noise plus a constant 
phase term. From equation (3.5), it can be seen that if a linear fit of variance of the 
differential phase over a time difference, Tint, versus Tint is calculated then the 
linewidth can be estimated. The contribution of the phase noise from the low 
linewidth laser to the estimated linewidth should be small enough in comparison to 
the phase noise of the laser under test in order for it be considered to be negligible. 
It will be shown in the next chapter that the method of calculating the variance of 
the differential phase over a time Tint is critical to correctly calculating the linewidth. 
3.3.3 Time-Resolved Frequency Chirp/ Phase Noise Measurements 
As this thesis is concerned with fast switching tuneable lasers, it will be important 
to estimate the phase noise dynamics and frequency chirp dynamics of a fast 
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switching tuneable laser as a function of time just after a switching event. This will 
indicate what type of frequency offset compensation scheme needs to be 
employed as well as the limitations placed on the type of modulation which can be 
used as a result of the time-varying phase noise. 
One method of calculating time-resolved phase noise is to take limited 
resolution spectra of the field of a beat signal between the switching laser and a 
low linewidth laser a number of times immediately after the switching event [9]. 
This method can be problematic as there will be a bandwidth resolution/ time 
resolution trade-off to be made. Another method uses a coherent receiver to 
calculate instantaneous frequency and calculates the variance of frequency 
deviations over a particular time-period to estimate linewidth [10]. A key limitation 
of this method is that it has a limited time resolution (in  [10] it is 25.6ns) and, also, 
it is not clear to what degree deterministic frequency chirp for a given switching 
event will be interpreted as phase noise (this will be discussed in more detail in the 
next chapter). A method which has finer time resolution is suggested in [11], where 
time-resolved linewidth measurements are performed with a temporal resolution of 
1ns using a delayed self-homodyne technique. However, this technique assumes a 
Wiener phase noise process directly after the switch and, also, separates 
deterministic frequency chirp from dynamic phase noise. It will be shown in the 
next chapter that the separation of frequency chirp from dynamic phase noise is 
unnecessary and that assumptions do not have to be made about what type of 
random process the phase noise exhibits. 
Measurements which show the frequency chirp of a switching laser with a 
wavelength locker have also been performed in [12] using a detuned filter and 
power meter to implement a frequency discriminator. While this method can 
perform frequency chirp measurements, it is important to perform both frequency 
chirp and phase noise measurements simultaneously after a switching event and 
to do this in a coherent manner in order to accurately and precisely to predict 
performance of data transmission during this transient. This will be fully described 
in the next chapter. 
3.4 DSP for Compensating Back-to-back Impairments 
DSP is applied to M-ary PSK single carrier data detected by the real-time scope to 
recover the transmitted data. M-ary PSK data will be focused on here as this is a 
key modulation format type used in the experimental work of this thesis. The DSP 
flow diagram used to recover M-ary PSK single carrier data is shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: DSP flow diagram for recovering M-ary PSK single carrier data.  
The outputs from the polarisation diverse coherent receiver are sampled by 
a real-time oscilloscope. After the sampling process, the I and Q signals from both 
polarisations have their offsets removed, their amplitudes normalised, IQ deskews 
corrected and delays between x and y detected signals corrected. Note that the IQ 
deskews of the coherent receiver were measured before data transmission 
experiments were performed and in the case of dual-polarisation experiments the 
delays between the X and Y channels of the polarisation diverse coherent receiver 
were also measured and corrected. Then, the sampled complex field is 
downsampled to one sample per symbol. After downsampling, the recorded I/Q 
data for either of the polarisations, Ein_sample(t), will be of the form:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )0snsmods ΦkTΦkTΦkTωjsssample_in e.kTAkTE +++=  (3.14) 
where Ts is the sampling period and k is the sampling index. The next step is to 
correct for the effects of polarisation rotations. The techniques to do this are 
different for single-polarisation data and for dual-polarisation data. After this, the 
frequency offset term, ω, will be removed. Then, the Wiener phase noise term, 
Φn(t), will be estimated and this estimate will be used to mitigate the effects of 
phase noise. The effects of phase noise are not fully compensated for using the 
systems used in this work. VPI TransmissionMaker V8.7 simulations of 10GBaud 
differentially encoded QPSK show that the BER versus OSNR performance gets 
worse as linewidth increases, with noise floors appearing. Note that VPI 
TransmissionMaker V8.7 (or “VPI” for short) is a simulation tool used to simulate 
telecommunication systems where individual components used in the simulator 
can operate in the optical domain or the electrical domain. The simulations results 
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showed a minimum error floor of 9*10-4 when the linewidth was set to 100MHz. 
After the Wiener phase noise is mitigated, it is expected that a constellation 
diagram of M phase states will appear at which point a hard decision (deciding 
whether a given phase value is closest to 0, 2π/M, 4π/M, etc.) will be made in order 
to determine what the transmitted data symbols were. Then, single differential 
decoding of the phase is performed on the hard decision symbols if single 
differential encoding was implemented at the transmitter or possibly doubly 
differential decoding if doubly differential encoding was used. The resulting data 
symbols are then converted to data bits using Gray coding. 
It is also possible to perform single differential decoding on the phase after 
frequency offset compensation and before the hard decision to give the original 
data symbols, assuming some form of differential encoding is performed at the 
transmitter (note that when doubly differential decoding is performed before the 
hard decision frequency offset compensation is not strictly necessary). A hard 
decision is then applied and the resulting decoded symbols can then be mapped to 
data (assuming Gray coding). However, this will result in worse BER versus OSNR 
performance compared with performing differential decoding after the hard 
decision as will be discussed in section 3.5. The individual sections of the DSP will 
now be described in detail. 
3.4.1 Output Correction and Downsampling 
In experiments, the outputs from the polarisation diverse coherent receiver are 
sampled by a real-time scope. The outputs then have their amplitude offsets 
removed, their amplitudes normalised and already measured deskews between 
the coherent receiver’s outputs corrected. The next task is to downsample the 
signals to one sample per symbol. It is important to do this in order to efficiently 
perform signal processing on the received data. In order to do downsampling to 
one sample per symbol, the correct sampling phase (i.e. position in the symbol 
period) must be selected. One way to do this is to select the sampling phase with 
the highest average magnitude as this will most likely be correlated with the most 
open part of the eye-diagram. This can be done in a relatively straightforward 
manner if there is a whole number of samples per symbol used. Other slightly 
different approaches to utilising the shape of the eye-diagram to achieve 
downsampling/ clock recovery are: (i) differentiating the received field to detect the 
edges of a NRZ PSK pulse to do clock recovery, as suggested in [1], and (ii) using 
an error function to maximise the square modulus of the downsampled signal [13]. 
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3.4.2 Polarisation Channel Impairments Correction: Constant Modulus 
Algorithm 
If the transmitter sends data on only one polarisation, then decoding the data at the 
receiver can be done in a straightforward manner in terms of compensating 
channel polarisation rotation, by combining the received X and Y polarisations in 
the manner described in [1], which is essentially a feed-forward method. 
However, if both polarisations are used at the transmitter to send data, then 
decoding is typically done using the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) [13], with a 
diagram of the CMA filters given in Figure 3.6 (similar diagram in [14]).  
 
Figure 3.6: CMA filters applied to received signals (similar to part of diagram 
in [14]). 
Unlike the single-polarisation demultiplexing case [1] which uses a feed-
forward algorithm, CMA involves feedback. It is possible that the performance of 
the CMA will be affected by the state of polarisation of the received signal in burst 
scenarios resulting in variable convergence times [15]. Even worse, the CMA can 
potentially result in what is known as a singularity, meaning only data from one 
polarisation will be recovered [16]. Different methods have been proposed to 
prevent singularities [16, 17] and to reduce convergence times [18]. Another 
method of performing polarisation demultiplexing using an alternative feed-forward 
algorithm which does not have the singularity problem will be discussed in a later 
chapter on polarisation multiplexing in switching scenarios and further details of the 
CMA will also be given in that chapter. 
3.4.3 Frequency offset: Mth Power Frequency Offset 
There are numerous frequency offset correction algorithms in the literature, 
with some examples available at [15, 19, 20]. One key metric for a frequency offset 
compensation algorithm is the range of frequencies it can correct for. As discussed 
in section 3.2.3, frequency offset in the presence of M-ary PSK data results in a 
fundamental frequency offset ambiguity. It will be shown in chapter 5, which 
introduces doubly differential phase shift keying (DDPSK), that this ambiguity can 
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be eliminated by suitable encoding. Note that it is possible to use some form of 
training symbols or known symbols in order to initially determine the frequency 
offset in order to overcome this ambiguity, where this was briefly discussed in [21]. 
It also suggested appropriate unwrapping to track the frequency offset. The use of 
training symbols may, however, not be suitable in switching environments where 
the frequency offset varies greatly since if the frequency offset is incorrectly 
tracked the frequency ambiguity problem will re-emerge unless more training 
symbols are sent. Also, the application of a pilot tone removes phase noise [22, 23] 
and eliminates the frequency offset issue; however, this will result in either part of 
the spectrum being occupied by the pilot tone or one polarisation being occupied 
by the pilot tone leading to a loss in spectral efficiency.  
A commonly used approach that algorithms use to compensate for frequency 
offset in the presence of M-ary PSK data is to raise the received field to the power 
of M [15, 24]. A standard algorithm which does this and will be compared with 
DDPSK algorithms in this work will be described next. Shown in Figure 3.7 below 
is an Mth power frequency offset compensation method [24]. 
 
Figure 3.7: Mth power frequency offset compensation algorithm (diagram 
from [26], method from [24]). 
 
In order for this algorithm to operate correctly it is necessary to ensure that 
the absolute value of the frequency offset is always less than ±Rs/(2M), where Rs is 
the symbol rate [25]. This avoids issues to do with frequency offset ambiguity. The 
downsampled field, Ein(kTs), is multiplied by its delayed complex conjugate:  
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )s*insins1 T1kEkTEkTE −=  (3.15) 
where E1(kTs) is the output of this product. From equation (3.14) and equation 
(3.15), it can be seen that E1(kT) can be written as: 
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( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )snsnsmodsmods T1kΦkTΦT1kΦkTΦTωj
sss1
e.        
T1kAkTAkTE
−−+−−+
−=
 (3.16) 
E1(t) is then raised to the power of M to give E2(t):  
 
)kT(E)kT(E sM1s2 =  (3.17) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )snsnsmodsmods T1kΦMkTΦMT1kΦMkTΦMTωMj
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e.        
T1kAkTAkTE
−−+−−+
−=
 
(3.18) 
Note that all Φmod(t) terms when multiplied by M will result in multiples of 2π and, 
hence, are removed: 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )( snsns T1kΦkTΦMTωMjsMsMs2 e.T1kAkTAkTE −−+−=
 
(3.19)
It should be noted that since Φn(t) is a Wiener noise process, it is clear that (Φn(kTs) 
- Φn((k-1)Ts)) is Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance of 2π∆νTs, where 
∆ν is the sum of the linewidths of the transmitter and LO. The next stage is a 
moving average filter which operates on E2(t). If A(kTs) has a constant mean and 
variance and since (Φn(kTs) - Φn((k-1)Ts)) is a Gaussian noise process, then with a 
large enough moving average filter the noise terms, equation (3.19) can be 
reduced to EMA(t), which is given by: 
 
( ) ( )sestTωMjM2meansMA e.AkTE ≈  (3.20) 
where Amean is the average value of A(kTs). The size of the moving average 
depends on the system under consideration. The next step is to take the angle of 
EMA(t) and to divide this by M to give ∆Φest(t): 
 ( )( ) M/ππ2,πTωMmod)kT(∆Φ sestsest −+=  (3.21) 
Since it was assumed that the frequency offset was less than 1/(2MTs), this implies 
that: 
 ( )1sest δ)MT2/(1π2ω −±=  (3.22) 
where ωest is the estimated angular frequency and 0 <  δ1  ≤ 1/(2MTs). From this it 
can be proven that: 
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sestsest Tω)kT(∆Φ =  (3.23) 
where details of the proof are given in Appendix B. ∆Φest(t) is then accumulated to 
give the phase trajectory Φtraj_freq(t): 
 
0_trajsestsfreq_traj ΦTωn)kT(∆Φ +≈  (3.24) 
where Φtraj_0 is the initial value of Φtraj_freq(kTs). Φtraj_freq(kTs) is put into complex form 
and removed from Ein(kTs) to give the output, Eout(kTs), from the frequency offset 
compensation scheme: 
( )( )0snsmodests Φ)kT(Φ)kT(ΦωωkTj
ssout e)kT(A)kT(E +++−=  (3.25) 
If ω≈ ωest, then Eout(kTs) will be: 
( )0snsmod Φ)kT(Φ)kT(Φj
ssout e)kT(A)kT(E ++≈  (3.26) 
Hence, the Mth power frequency offset algorithm shown in Figure 3.7 and 
described in [24] can remove frequency offsets from M-ary PSK data. 
3.4.4 Phase Noise Mitigation: Mth Power Phase Estimation 
After frequency offset compensation, it is necessary to perform phase estimation. 
Note that pilot tone systems can allow for large linewidths to be tolerated [27] but 
they reduce the maximum possible spectral efficiency. Phase estimation is used to 
eliminate, as much as possible, the presence of the Wiener phase noise from the 
received field. This can be achieved by performing Mth power phase estimation as 
shown in Figure 3.8 below.  
 
Figure 3.8: Mth power phase estimation (concept from [24]). 
For the purposes of clarification, the Mth power algorithm used in frequency 
offset estimation is focused on using differential phase values while the Mth power 
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algorithm used in phase estimation is focused on using the phase without any 
differential operation. Here, Ein_phase(kTs) is simply the output field from the 
frequency offset compensation stage. The frequency offset will be assumed to 
have been fully removed so the equation used for the input field will be equation 
(3.26). Ein_phase(kTs) is given as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )0snsmod ΦkTΦkTΦjssphase_in ekTAkTE ++=  (3.27) 
Firstly, the field is raised to the power of M to give EM_phase(kTs) which, as 
discussed already, removes all Φmod(kTs) terms: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )0sn ΦMkTΦMjsMsphase_M ekTAkTE +=  (3.28) 
The next stage is the application of a moving average filter to get EMA_phase(kTs) in 
order to get a short term estimate of the phase of the field: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )0smean_n ΦMkTΦMjsM phase_meansphase_MA ekTAkTE +=  (3.29) 
where AMmean_phase(kTs) and Φn_mean(kTs) are averaged values (not necessarily 
arithmetic mean values) resulting from the application of the moving average filter, 
averaging EM_phase(kTs) from ((k-N)Ts) to ((k+N)Ts). If the size of the moving average 
(i.e. N) is too large, the average will include uncorrelated phase terms and will lead 
to inaccuracies. Hence, the size of N needs to be balanced as it needs to be large 
enough to reduce the influence of additive noise but not too large as to include 
uncorrelated phase terms. N must be tuned for each given system. Then the angle 
of EMA_phase(kTs) is found and divided by M to give Φphase_ est(kTs): 
 
( ) ( )( )( ) M/ππ2,πΦMkTΦMmodkTΦ 0smean_nsest_phase −++=  (3.30) 
Note that Φn_mean(kTs) and Φ0 can be any real number. Hence:  
 
( ) ( )( )( ) M/ππ]k[a2πΦMkTΦMkTΦ 10smean_nsest_phase −+++=
 
(3.31) 
where a1[k] is an integer. 
 
( ) ( )( )M/π]k[a2ΦkTΦkTΦ 10smean_nsest_phase ++=  (3.32) 
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Φphase_est(kTs) can have sudden jumps due to a1[k] having arbitrary values. 
These sudden jumps result from Φn_mean(kTs) changing its value so that the 
argument of the modulus in equation (3.30) goes into another 2π range. These 
sudden jumps are mitigated by using an unwrapping function which corrects for 
sudden jumps which exceed a particular value and this is performed in the 
following manner (as described in [1]): 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]sest_phasesest_phase
sest_phasesunwrap_phase
T1kΦkTΦf.M/π2             
kTΦkT Φ
−−+
=
 
(3.33) 
where, 
 
[ ]
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
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
>−
≤
−<+
=
M/π  x,1
M/πx  ,0
M/π  x,1
xf
 
(3.34) 
This results in the unwrapped phase, Φphase_unwrap(kTs), not having sudden 2π/M 
jumps. After this, Φphase_unwrap(kTs) is removed from Ein_phase(kTs) in order to mitigate 
the Wiener phase noise. Note that the unwrapping function assumes that phase 
jumps due to noise greater than π/M will not occur and in instances where this is 
not true catastrophic bursts of errors can occur as a constant phase will be added 
to the estimated phase. These events are known as cycle slips, where a slightly 
different description of the equivalent event is given in [28]. 
3.4.5 Hard Decision and Differential Decoding 
A key purpose of phase estimation is to ensure that the resulting constellation 
resembles an M-ary PSK constellation where a hard decision (or slicing) can be 
performed in order to convert the constellation into discrete data symbols or bits. A 
problem which remains is determining the absolute phase of the phase data after 
the hard decision is made. One way to solve this issue is to send known symbols 
so that the absolute phase offset can be determined. However, if cycle slips occur 
then there will be large bursts of errors due to loss of absolute phase information. 
Therefore, it is necessary to regularly send training symbols in case cycle slips 
occur, which leads to a loss in throughput and increased system complexity. 
Another method to solve the phase offset issue is to use differential encoding. 
Here, the phase data at the transmitter, θdata[k], is differentially encoded to give the 
encoded phase data, θencoded[k]: 
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[ ] [ ] [ ]kθ1kθkθ dataencodedencoded +−=  (3.35) 
At the receiver, after the hard decision, the estimated data, ]k[θ 1data
)
, is calculated: 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ]1kθkθkθˆ 1rec1rec1data −−=  (3.36) 
where θrec[k1] is the phase after the hard decision. This will eliminate the need to 
know the absolute phase offset between the transmitter and receiver and will 
protect against larger bursts of errors if cycle slips occur since only relative phase 
changes are required to determine the data sent. Encoding using DDPSK will be 
explained in a later chapter. Note that some form of forward error correction (FEC) 
is typically used with data transmission in order to achieve very low BERs. An 
example forward error correction (FEC) scheme which is able to reduce BERs from 
3.2*10-3 to 10-12 using only 6.69% redundancy is given in [29]. Throughout this 
thesis target BERs of less than or equal to 10-3 will be used using the assumption 
that these BERs can be greatly reduced by using appropriate FEC. In addition, it 
should be noted that for transmission experiments in the work BERs will invariably 
be measured using error counting although statistical approaches can also be 
used such as error vector magnitude or Q-factor [30]. 
3.5 Penalties for Different Decoding Systems 
It should be noted that there are different OSNR penalties associated with different 
methods of transmitting and decoding M-ary PSK data. Considering the case of 
single carrier QPSK, the BER versus SNRb relationship for QPSK is given by [24]:  
( )bSNRerfc21QPSK_BER =  (3.37) 
Where BER_QPSK is the BER of QPSK and erfc(x) is the complementary error 
function defined as [3]: 
( ) ∫
∞
−
=
x
t dt.e
π
2
xerfc
2
 
(3.38) 
Equation (3.37) relates to a system which has no differential encoding (use of 
known transmitted symbols is assumed), no frequency offsets and no phase noise. 
If single differential phase decoding is performed after the hard decision 
there will be a doubling of errors [1] (due to additive AWGN). This is due to the fact 
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that a single error from AWGN in the hard decision will result in two errors 
appearing in the decoded phase, once for the θrec[k1] term and once for the    
θrec[k1-1] term as seen from equation (3.36) (the case where the symbol is detected 
in the quadrant π radians away, due to noise, is not considered). If single 
differential decoding for QPSK is done before the hard decision, the BER versus 
SNRb for DQPSK without frequency offset and phase noise is given by [3]:  
( ) ( ) 




 +
−
−=
2
ba
01
22
eabI
2
1b,aQDQPSK_BER
 
(3.39) 
where ( )b,aQ 1  is the Marcum Q function given by[3]:  
( ) ( )∫∞ 






 +
−
=
b 0
2
xa
1 dxaxIxeb,aQ
22
 
(3.40) 
where I0(x) is the “modified Bessel function of order zero” [3] and is given as [3]:  
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=
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2
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(3.41) 
a and b are given as [3]:  
It is expected that doing differential decoding before the hard decision will result in 
approximately a 2.4dB penalty with respect to QPSK. Note that the BER versus 
SNRb performance associated with doubly differential decoding will be dealt with in 
a later chapter. 
3.6 Summary 
It has been shown in this chapter what the main back-to-back impairments to 
coherent optical communication systems are, along with models used to 
characterise them. Phase noise characterisation techniques were described. DSP 








−=
2
11SNR2a b  (3.42) 








+=
2
11SNR2b b
 
(3.43) 
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used to mitigate back-to-back impairments along with other necessary DSP steps 
were described. Finally, the BER versus SNRb performance of different 
demodulation systems for QPSK were shown, illustrating the difference between 
differential decoding before and after the hard decision as well as performance 
without using differential decoding. The next chapter will focus on improvements 
which can be made to both static linewidth measurements and switching phase 
noise/ frequency chirp measurements with the later proving critical for a more 
complete characterisation of the phase dynamics of fast switching tuneable lasers. 
The two chapters after that will focus on developing suitable DSP strategies to 
overcome some of the limitations of standard static coherent system DSP and their 
variants currently used for coherent optical packet switched networks. 
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Chapter 4 
4 Characterising Static and Switching Laser Phase Dynamics to Aid Coherent System Design 
Characterising Static and Switching Laser 
Phase Dynamics to Aid Coherent System 
Design 
In this chapter, laser phase dynamics characterisation techniques (frequency chirp 
as well as static and dynamic laser phase noise) for both static and switching 
lasers will be described. The laser phase dynamics investigated can be considered 
to be phase impairments to coherent optical communications systems. The effects 
of laser phase impairments on the transmission performance of phase modulated 
data will be investigated. Novel work concerning the simultaneous characterisation 
of both transient frequency offsets and dynamic laser phase noise of a fast 
switching tuneable laser will be presented. Independent confirmation of the validity 
of this approach will be provided where expected time-resolved BER curves from 
the laser phase dynamics characterisation will be compared with measured time-
resolved BER curves from a transmission experiment using the same fast 
switching tuneable laser with very close matching observed. The motivation of 
characterising these phase dynamics is to aid coherent optical communication 
system design, in particular, for coherent optical packet/ burst scenarios. 
4.1 Independent Differential Phase Values for Correct Calculation of Wiener 
Phase Noise 
It was explained in the previous chapter in section 3.32 that the instantaneous 
phase of a laser, Φ(t), can be acquired using a polarisation diverse coherent 
receiver, where the laser under test is the signal input to the polarisation diverse 
coherent receiver and a low linewidth static laser is the LO input, which is typically 
an ECL in this work. The polarisation controllers are set so as to maximise the 
power appearing on one polarisation output from the polarisation diverse coherent 
receiver, denoted here as the x-polarisation. The frequency offset between the 
laser under test and the low linewidth stable laser is reduced to a value that is 
below the bandwidth of the electronics. This is achieved by tuning the frequency of 
the low linewidth laser and any remaining constant frequency offset is removed in 
DSP. 
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To begin with, the linewidth of a static laser will be characterised. Re-
iterating a key equation here in relation to Wiener phase noise, the variance of the 
differential phase noise, 2Φσ (Tint), is given as [1] (using slightly different notation to 
[1]): 
 
( ) intint2Φ Tν∆π2Tσ =  (4.1) 
Where ∆ν is the linewidth and Tint is the time interval between two phases used to 
calculate the differential phase. 2Φσ (Tint) can be expressed as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )2nintnint2Φ tΦTtΦTσ −+=  (4.2) 
where Φn(t) is the instantaneous phase noise with all constant frequency offset 
removed. It is assumed that the phase noise from the low linewidth laser is 
negligible compared with the phase noise of the laser under test. 
The coherent receiver method of calculating linewidth, explained in the 
previous chapter, utilises equations (4.1) and (4.2). Here we show, for the first 
time, that the method used to select phase noise points to calculate the variance of 
the differential phase noise is critical to determining the correct value of the 
linewidth. Shown in Figure 4.1 below are two different methods for selecting phase 
noise points to determine differential phase values. These values are used to 
calculate the variance of the differential phase in order to determine a plot of 
variance of differential phase noise versus time interval so that the linewidth can be 
calculated using equation (4.1). 
 
Figure 4.1: Different methods of selecting differential phase values to 
calculate static linewidth, designated as (a) the “Window Method” and (b) the 
“Hop Method” using simulation data, for a linewidth of 10MHz and a 
sampling period of 400ps (k is a positive integer). 
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For the “Window Method” shown in Figure 4.1 (a), the Φn(t) terms (red 
circles) are all selected serially with only the sample period between them  and the 
Φn(t+Tint) terms (black stars) are determined by the particular value of time interval, 
Tint, used. As can be seen from Figure 4.1 (a), for large time intervals, the interval 
between any Φn(t+Tint) and Φn(t) pair will have a large common overlap with the 
interval between any other Φn(t+Tint) and Φn(t) pair, meaning the instantaneous 
phase noise trajectories used by different pairs will have some parts identical to 
each other. Hence, it should be expected that the variance of (Φn(t+Tint)-Φn(t)) 
calculated using the “Window Method” will not, on average, be statistically correct 
for large time intervals. The second method is the “Hop Method”, illustrated in 
Figure 4.1 (b) where the values of Φn(t) are selected so that the time difference 
between any two selected Φn(t) points is equal to the time interval being used and 
the values of Φn(t+Tint) are determined by the particular value time interval. This will 
mean that the intervals between Φn(t+Tint) and Φn(t) will always be statistically 
independent and, hence, will correctly calculate of the variance. Example curves of 
the variance of the differential phase noise versus time interval are given in Figure 
4.2 below using simulation data, four runs of each method are shown.  
 
Figure 4.2: Plots of variance of differential phase noise versus delay for (a) 
the "Window Method" and (b) the "Hop Method" using simulation data with 
linewidth calculated over 50ns. The black lines indicate the expected 
relationship and the other colours show different simulation runs of 
calculated variance of differential phase noise versus delay. 
The linewidth of the laser under test in the simulation was 10MHz. It can be 
seen from Figure 4.2 (a) that the “Window Method” did not result in a straight line 
relationship between variance and delay for large time intervals. The curve is linear 
for small time intervals but eventually starts to vary randomly. The “Hop Method” 
results are shown in Figure 4.2 (b) which had very straight lines. This is attributed 
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to the fact that all the pairs of Φn(t+Tint) and Φn(t) used to calculate the variance did 
not have overlapping intervals  which meant that all the values used to calculate 
the variance were statistically independent. Using the data shown in Figure 4.2, the 
correlation coefficient for the “Window Method” was in one curve as low as 0.4780, 
while all the correlation coefficients for the “Hop Method” were greater than 0.9685. 
In order to reduce error in the calculated curves and the calculated linewidths, a 
longer phase noise trajectory should be acquired so that more points can be used 
to calculate the variance. Hence, it has been clearly demonstrated that the method 
of selecting points to calculate the differential phase is critical to ensuring that the 
correct linewidth value is calculated. While the “Window method” can produce 
approximately linear curves from small time intervals it is not guaranteed to do so 
for larger time intervals while the “Hop method” will produce linear curves for both 
small and large time intervals. Shown in Figure 4.3 is an example of both methods 
being applied to experimental data measuring the linewidth of the largest mode of 
a multi-mode laser. The linewidths calculated were 4.6MHz using the “Window 
method” (red curve) and 9.5 MHz using the “Hop Method” (blue curve). For Figure 
4.3, the low linewidth LO used was an ECL (Agilent Technologies “N7711A 
Tunable Laser Source” with a specified typical linewidth of less than 100kHz). 
 
Figure 4.3: Plot of variance of differential phase noise versus time delay 
using the “Window Method” (red), and the "Hop Method" (blue) using 
experimental data, with the green and black lines indicating the 99% 
confidence intervals for the “Window Method” and “Hop Method” 
respectively. 
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Similar to the simulation results, the “Hop Method” was linear while the 
“Window Method” was not linear for large time intervals. It is possible to put 
confidence intervals on each individual variance of the differential phase noise 
point by using the method in [2] which is based on using the Chi-square 
distribution. For estimates which use more than 101 values to calculate the 
variance, the 99% confidence limits (divided by the sample estimated variance) are 
approximately given by (based on information in [2]): 
 
( )
( )( )221 58.23N2
1N2
s
c
−−
−
=
 (4.3) 
 ( )
( )( )222 58.23N2
1N2
s
c
+−
−
=
 
(4.4) 
where c1 is the upper confidence limit, s2 is the sample estimated variance, N is the 
number of sample values used and c2 is the lower confidence limit. For N=103, the 
confidence interval is given as CONF99{0.8934*s2 < 2Φσ (Tint)  < 1.1257*s2}, where s2 
is an estimated sample variance. This confidence interval for N=103 applies to 
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 which both use 103 samples for each variance 
calculation. Confidence intervals are shown in Figure 4.3 for with green curves for 
the “Window Method” and black curves for the “Hop Method”.  
4.2 Time-Resolved Phase Impairment Characterisation 
As discussed in the previous chapter, various time-resolved phase noise 
measurement schemes have been developed. Separately, time-resolved 
frequency chirp can also be measured. However, there are three key limitations 
associated with the current state of the art of characterising time-resolved phase 
impairments of a tuneable laser which is switching wavelengths. Firstly, the phase 
noise characterisation techniques usually assume a Wiener phase noise process 
which may not necessarily be the case. Secondly, it will be shown that it is 
necessary to consider both phase noise and frequency chirp together rather than 
separately in order to correctly predict performance in a switching scenario. 
Thirdly, there can potentially be ambiguity in distinguishing between frequency 
chirp and varying phase noise directly after a laser has switched wavelengths and 
having a method that jointly describes both frequency chirp and dynamic phase 
noise will help avoid this ambiguity as will be shown. In this work, both limitations 
will be overcome through the use of time-resolved 3-dimensional (3D) 
complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) of the differential phase. 
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A CCDF of a random variable is 1 minus the distribution function of the random 
variable. By building up the CCDF of the differential phase, the frequency chirp and 
phase noise are simultaneously taken into account. The mean differential phase at 
a particular point in time can be interpreted as being equivalent to the deterministic 
frequency chirp at that particular time, while the shape and variance of the 
distribution at that particular time is determined by the phase noise present at that 
particular time. It will be shown that the CCDF of the differential phase can 
calculate expected errors of DQPSK systems during a switching event, due to the 
presence of both frequency chirp and phase noise. Note that many details of this 
novel CCDF work were published in [3]. The flow diagram shown in Figure 4.4 
provides a general overview of the DSP processes involved. 
 
Figure 4.4: Flow diagram of the DSP processes involved with calculating 
time-resolved CCDFs, where steps (5) to (8) on the left are followed in order 
to determine the CCDF of the differential phase while (5) to (10) on the right 
are followed if the CCDF of the absolute corrected differential phase is 
required along with the CCDF calculated time-resolved BER. 
4.2.1 Acquiring and Aligning Bursts 
The switching laser which was tested was an SG-DBR laser which was switched 
between 1548nm and 1560nm by applying a switching signal to the back section of 
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the SG-DBR where the switching signal had a period of 149.5ns (frequency 6.7 
MHz). The low linewidth laser used at the LO was an ECL, (Agilent Technologies 
“N7711A Tunable Laser Source” with a specified typical linewidth of less than 
100kHz). The ECL was set to 1548nm so that the switching wavelength near this 
would be the one characterised. The phase dynamics of only one polarisation was 
characterised. The coherent receiver provided Ix, Qx, Iy and Qy outputs, where 
only the Ix and Qx values were recorded (both with the same polarisation). 80 of 
the switches (consecutive switches) which were recorded by the real-time scope in 
a single screen shot were used and 127 screen shots were used in [3]. It was 
necessary to analyse multiple switches in order to build up a distribution of the 
differential phase at a particular time after a switching event. It was therefore 
critical that different switches be aligned together correctly (i.e. identify a marker in 
time for each burst which designates the end of a burst). This was achieved by 
finding the first sample point when the Ix current falls below 10mV (approximately 
50% of the amplitude during a switch) for each switch and aligning switches based 
on when this drop occurs. It was decided that it was more accurate to align the 
switches with the ends of the bursts rather than the beginnings as the amplitude 
transitions at the ends of the bursts were much sharper than at the beginnings of 
the bursts. There is an error associated with aligning the bursts with this method 
since the point which drops below 10mV will be determined with a resolution 
limited by the period of the beat signal at the end of a burst. For increased 
accuracy, a linear fit of these end points in a given screen shot was calculated as 
the end points were expected to be periodic. It was expected that by using linearly 
fitted points, this would reduce the error associated with having a resolution limited 
by the period of the beat signal (discussed above) and reduce errors associated 
with the noise of the beat signal. A plot showing Ix with the linearly fitted burst end 
points is shown in Figure 4.5. Amplitude offsets, power differences and timing 
skews present in Ix and Qx were then corrected in DSP by fitting the Ix, Qx 
parameter plots to an ellipse and using the ellipse fit parameters to fix Ix and Qx, 
where the ellipse fitting code was from [4] with the mathematics coming from [5] 
and [6]. The values of Ix and Qx are then then used in a two argument arctan 
whose output is unwrapped in order to produce an instantaneous phase trajectory 
for a given burst, Φcoh(t), where t is the time after the start of the burst. 
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Figure 4.5: Plot of Ix versus time (red) with the linearly fitted locations of the 
end points (blue circles). Note that the first drop is excluded in case the 
burst is not entirely captured.  
4.2.2 Analysis of the Instantaneous Phase of a Switching Laser 
Assuming the ECL phase noise is negligible compared with the phase noise of the 
switching SG-DBR laser, the phase noise from the ECL will not need to be 
considered in the analysis The measured instantaneous phase of the SG-DBR, 
Φcoh(t), is given as: 
 
( ) 0ncoh Φ)t(Φt.tω)t(Φ ++=  (4.5) 
where t is the time after the start of a switching event. ω(t) is the instantaneous 
frequency offset between the switching SG-DBR and the ECL. Φn(t) is the phase 
noise of the switching SG-DBR. Φ0 is the initial phase. The instantaneous 
frequency offset can be written as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )ECLconst_DBRSGchirp_DBRSG ωωtωtω −+= −−  (4.6) 
where ωSG-DBR_chirp(t) represents the time-varying angular frequency chirp of the SG-
DBR, which will be in the range: (ωSG-DBR_chirp(t)/2π)ϵ[-5GHz, 5GHz]. Any laser which 
exhibits frequency chirp outside this range would be considered unsuitable for 
coherent OPS or coherent OBS. ωSG-DBR_const represents the constant angular 
frequency component. ωSG-DBR_const will be in a similar range to the C-band: (ωSG-
DBR_const/2π) ϵ [191.6 THz, 195.9 THz]) with the C-band wavelength range given in 
[7]. ωECL represents the ECL constant angular frequency, where (ωECL/2π) will be 
within 10GHz of (ωSG-DBR_const/2π). 
The value which was characterised in this work was the differential phase 
of the SG-DBR laser, ∆Φcoh(t), which is given by: 
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)Tt(Φ)t(Φ)t(∆Φ intcohcohcoh −−=  (4.7) 
If equations (4.5) and (4.6) are substituted in equation (4.7), this yields: 
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
)Tt(Φ)t(Φ
TωωTtωT
t.Ttωtω)t(∆Φ
intnn
intECLconst_DBRSGintchirp_DBRSGint
intchirp_DBRSGchirp_DBRSGcoh
−−+
−+−+
−−=
−−
−−
 
(4.8) 
In this analysis, Tint=2Ts, where Ts is the sampling period of the real-time scope 
which is 50ps resulting in Tint=100ps. Examples of the measured instantaneous 
phase and calculated differential phase are shown in Figure 4.6. The 0ns time 
represents the start of the switch while the 74.8ns time represents the end of the 
switch. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Plots of (a) instantaneous phase of the switching SG-DBR versus 
time and (b) differential phase of the switching SG-DBR versus time. There is 
no light present at 1548nm at the edges of the measurements making results 
before 0ns and after 70ns unreliable. 
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4.2.3 Creating Distributions of the Differential Phase 
The next step was to build up distributions of the differential phase. Note that 
residual frequency offset between the SG-DBR steady-state frequency and the 
ECL frequency was observed over the 50ns to 65ns section with a maximum 
frequency error of 160 MHz which corresponds to a maximum phase error of 
0.1005 radians over 100ps. Shown in Figure 4.7 is a histogram of the differential 
phase 5.1ns after a tuneable laser has switched wavelengths. Also shown in 
Figure 4.7 is the CCDF of the differential phase 5.1ns after the switch. Note that 
the differential phase is calculated over 100ps (two samples per symbol), which is 
the time resolution of this measurement scheme (the time resolution can be made 
finer by using only one sample per symbol or by increasing the sampling rate). 
 
Figure 4.7: Plot showing both a histogram (red) and CCDF (black) of the 
differential phase 5.1ns after a switching event [3]. 
If a number of CCDF plots of the differential phase are connected together 
in time it is possible to create a time-resolved 3D CCDF plot of the differential 
phase as shown in Figure 4.8. The x-axis is time, where zero represents the start 
of the switch, the y-axis is the differential phase in radians and the colour 
represents the probability of the differential phase being greater than the 
differential phase at that particular point and at that particular time (whose 
corresponding probability values are given by the colour-bar on the right of the 
plot). Hence, Figure 4.8 fully captures all of the phase dynamics, both frequency 
and phase noise, of a fast switching tuneable laser directly after a switching event, 
which is exactly what is required to determine the performance in a coherent 
transmission system. Note that the vertical white line at 5.1ns in Figure 4.8 is a 
single CCDF slice that is shown by the black CCDF curve in Figure 4.7. It can be 
seen in Figure 4.8 that the average differential phase (or frequency chirp, which is 
approximately the green colour in the 3D plot) varies greatly in the first 20ns and 
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starts to settle after about 45ns. It also appears that the phase noise (interpreted 
as the spread of the distribution) appears on visual inspection to be relatively 
constant after 5ns and this is further evidenced by the plot of the interquartile range 
of the distribution of the differential phase versus time in Figure 4.9. The 
interquartile range is the change in differential phase between the 0.25 and 0.75 
probability points in a CCDF and it gives an indication of the spread of the 
distribution. 
 
Figure 4.8: Plot of a time-resolved CCDF of the differential phase at the 
1548nm wavelength after a switching event where the vertical white line 
indicates the position of the CCDF in Figure 4.7 and the colour-bar indicates 
the probability that the differential phase exceeds a particular value at a 
particular time [3]. 
 
Figure 4.9: Plot of the interquartile range of the distribution of the differential 
phase versus time at the 1548nm wavelength. There is no light present at 
1548nm at the edges of the measurements making results before 0ns and 
after 70ns unreliable. 
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4.2.4 Verifying Accuracy of 3D CCDF of the Differential Phase 
The next step was to verify the accuracy of this method and to verify that it did 
capture all of the phase dynamics of the switching tuneable laser. One way to do 
this was to calculate the expected time-resolved BER of DQPSK using CCDFs of 
the differential phase and to then compare this to a measured time-resolved BER 
from a transmission experiment which uses the same switching laser to transmit 
DQPSK. For a DQPSK system, the BER due to phase impairments only 
(frequency offset and phase noise but not taking into account amplitude noise) can 
be determined from the probability distribution function of the differential phase 
using the following equation [3]: 

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

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where BER(t) is the time-resolved BER, ∆Φcoh-cor(t) is the “corrected differential 
phase” of the SG-DBR where the average of the slopes of the instantaneous 
phase from 50ns to 65ns, i.e. the steady-state frequency offset, has been removed 
before calculating the differential phase. The justification for (4.9) is that the left 
bracket is the probability that that the absolute corrected differential phase will 
cause a DQPSK symbol to appear in an adjacent quadrant. This means that the 
absolute corrected differential phase is greater than or equal to π/4 and less than 
3π/4. Due to Gray coding, this will only result in one of the two bits of the symbol 
having an error, hence, the multiplication by 1/2. The right bracket is the probability 
that the absolute corrected differential phase will result in the symbol shifting to the 
non-adjacent quadrant. Hence, the absolute corrected differential phase will be 
greater than or equal to 3π/4. Due to Gray coding, this will cause two bit errors for 
that symbol and, therefore, the BER for this event is the same as the probability of 
this event. 
 After removing the frequency offset at the end of the burst from the 
instantaneous phase using DSP to get the corrected instantaneous phase, the 
corrected differential phase was calculated. Then, histograms of the absolute value 
of the corrected differential phase, |∆Φcoh-cor(t)|, were calculated, from which CCDFs 
of the absolute value of the corrected differential phase could be calculated. This 
allowed for a time-resolved CCDF of the absolute corrected differential phase to be 
determined as shown in Figure 4.10. The white horizontal lines indicate the CCDF 
values required to calculate BER(t) using equation (4.9) as they are at 3π/4 and π/4. 
The right hand side probability of equation (4.9) is equal to the values at the 3π/4 
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horizontal line and left hand side probability is equal to the values at the π/4 white 
line minus the values at the 3π/4 white line with the result multiplied by 1/2. The net 
result of this calculation is given by the red line in Figure 4.11. The next step is to 
explain how the time-resolved BER of DQPSK transmission was directly 
measured. This was required so that a comparison between the CCDF time-
resolved BER and the directly measured time-resolved BER could be made. By 
making this comparison, it was possible to ascertain the accuracy of characterising 
phase dynamics using a time-resolved CCDF of the differential phase. 
 
Figure 4.10: Plot of the time-resolved CCDF of the absolute corrected 
differential phase after a switching event where the horizontal white lines 
indicate the π/4 and 3π/4 values which are required for calculating the time-
resolved BER [3]. 
 
Figure 4.11: Plot of the time-resolved BER using direct error counting [8] 
(blue circles), using the CCDF in Figure 4.10 (red line) and using a CCDF with 
an optimised steady-state frequency offset removed to match the direct error 
counting BER (black line) [3]. For this time-resolved BER plot, the ECL was 
near 1548nm. 
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4.2.4.1 Time-Resolved BER Measurement Using Direct Error Counting 
Previous work on time-resolved BER measurements using direct error counting 
includes a time-resolved BER measurement scheme which used a gating system 
to observe BER values within 2ns sections of the switching event, giving it a 
resolution of approximately 21 symbols [9]. This 2ns window could be moved with 
a resolution of approximately 1 symbol (100ps). However, time-resolved BER 
measurements of tuneable laser switching events have a highest possible 
resolution in time, which is equal to the symbol rate of the data transmission. In 
addition, the method in [9] would be time-consuming to use in practice due to the 
need to move the 2ns gating position many times in order to build up a time-
resolved BER profile. Maximum time resolution and fast acquisition time can both 
be achieved using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) approach as described 
in [10] (Note that this FPGA measured Time-Resolved BER work was mainly 
carried out by John A. O’Dowd and Vivian M. Bessler). This system worked on the 
basis that the FPGA acted as a pattern generator and a bit error rate tester 
(BERT). The errors that were recorded by the FPGA were assigned to different 
points in time (or bit slots) relative to the start of a switching event as the FPGA 
had access to the signal that switched the wavelength of the SG-DBR laser. The 
FPGA compared the number of errors to the number of transmitted bits in a given 
time slot to calculate the BER in each time slot of the burst length. This resulted in 
a time-resolved BER system being achieved where time-resolved BERs were 
measured for switching lasers using phase modulation schemes such as 
differential phase shift keying (DPSK) [10] and DQPSK [8] where in both cases a 
delay interferometer was used in the receiver. 
 As was seen from chapter 2, the output current from a delay interferometer, 
IPD(t), is given by: 
 
)]Tt(E)t(E.KRe[)t(I int*RXRXPD −=  (4.10) 
where ERX(t) is the field before it enters the interferometer, Tint is the relative delay 
between the two arms (usually set to be equal to the symbol period) and K is a 
constant. Note that K is positive. For a fast switching tuneable laser the field will be 
given as: 
 
( ) ( )( )0nmodint Φ)t(Φ)t(Φttω.jRX e.tA)t(E +++=  (4.11) 
where A(t) is the amplitude of the wave, ωint(t) is the angular frequency containing 
chirp, Φmod(t) is the phase modulation, Φn(t) is the phase noise and Φ0 is the initial 
phase. Note that A(t) is positive. Combining equations (4.10) and (4.11) yields: 
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which can be reduced to: 
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If the phase terms, excluding Φmod(t) and Φmod(t-Tint), are combined into one 
differential phase term, ∆Φni(t): 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )intnnintintintintni TtΦtΦTtTtωttωt∆Φ −−+−−−=  (4.14) 
Hence, equation (4.13) can be written as:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )intmodmodniintPD TtΦtΦt∆ΦcosTtAtA.K)t(I −−+−=  (4.15) 
For DQPSK, the value of (Φmod(t)- Φmod(t-Tint)) will be an element of {0,π/2,π,3π/2}. A 
possible Gray coding format which could be used is shown in Figure 4.12 (a), 
where the constellation represents the total phase in the cosine argument in 
equation (4.15) and for Figure 4.12 (a), ∆Φni(t) is set to zero. 
 
Figure 4.12: Possible Gray coding for DQPSK symbols with (a)  ∆Φni(t)=0 (b) 
∆Φni(t)=π/4 for the first interferometer and (c) ∆Φni(t)=-π/4 for the second 
interferometer. 
If the first interferometer is able to maintain the value of ∆Φni(t) equal to π/4, 
by varying the value of Tint, the constellation will be rotated as shown in Figure 4.12 
(b). It can be seen from Figure 4.12 (b) that the sign of the real value indicates the 
first bit (one if positive and zero if negative). Since taking the cosine of the 
argument and multiplication by the magnitude is the same as taking the real part, 
equation (4.15) can determine the first bit when ∆Φni(t)=π/4 using the sign of IPD(t). 
Similarly, if the second interferometer can maintain a value of ∆Φni(t) equal to -π/4 
then the constellation is rotated as seen in Figure 4.12 (c). Using a similar 
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argument to that given above, equation (4.15) will be positive if the second bit is 1, 
and negative if the second bit is a zero, allowing IPD(t) to determine the second bit 
using the sign of its output. Hence, by using two interferometers it is possible to 
decode DQPSK. Note that DQPSK needs to be differentially encoded at the 
transmitter by adding the phase of the next data symbol to the previously 
transmitted symbol. 
If the situation from Figure 4.12 (b) is considered, an error in the value of Tint, 
which results in ∆Φni(t) having an absolute value between π/4 and 3π/4, will result in 
the decoding scheme having 50% errors as half the symbols with positive real 
values are ones and half are zeros, with a similar situation for the symbols with 
negative real values. If the absolute value of ∆Φni(t) exceeds 3π/4 then all errors will 
occur. A similar situation will occur for Figure 4.12 (c). 
Similar to the coherent receiver measurements of the switching laser, the 
instantaneous frequency of the switching laser, ωint(t), is written as:  
 
( ) ( ) DR_const-SGDBR_chirp-SGint ωtωtω +=  (4.16) 
where ωSG-DBR_chirp(t) represents the frequency chirp, with                                    
(ωSG-DBR_chirp(t)/2π) ϵ [-5GHz,5GHz] and ωSG-DBR_const is the constant frequency which 
will be in a range similar to the C-band, with (ωSG-DBR_const/2π) ϵ [191.6 THz, 195.9 
THz]. Substituting equation (4.16) into equation (4.14) and simplifying yields:  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
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 (4.17) 
Rewriting equation (4.8) here (and denoting it as equation (4.18)) so that it can be 
compared more easily with equation (4.17):  
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(4.18) 
The focus is to use the differential phase from the coherent receiver, ∆Φcoh(t), 
which can be measured, to characterise the differential phase term in the delay 
interferometer, ∆Φni(t). If the time delay, Tint, in equation (4.18) is varied on the 
order of femtoseconds this will have a negligible effect on the differential phase 
measured by the coherent receiver, ∆Φcoh(t), for the following reasons: firstly, the 
SG-DBR frequency transient, ωSG-DBR_chirp(t), and the instantaneous phase noise, 
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Φn(t), have negligible variation over femtosecond timescales. Secondly, the SG-
DBR frequency transient, ωSG-DBR_chirp(t), and the coherent receiver’s beat signal, 
(ωSG-DBR_const- ωECL), will both be less than 10GHz so changing the time delay, Tint, 
over femtosecond timescales will have almost no effect on the constant differential 
phase, (ωSG-DBR_const- ωECL)Tint, and on the differential phase trajectory due to 
frequency chirp, TintωSG-DBR_chirp(t-Tint). Similar arguments for equation (4.17) can be 
made for all of its terms except the constant differential phase from the carrier 
frequency, TintωSG-DBR_const, which will vary greatly when varied on the scale of 
femtoseconds. This is the case because the carrier frequency, ωSG-DBR_const/(2π), is in 
the C-band having frequencies between 191.6 THz and 195.9 THz. These 
variations will result in an arbitrary constant phase offset in differential phase term 
in the interferometer, ∆Φni(t), which can be changed in order to optimally decode I 
or Q data. The constant differential phase from the carrier frequency in equation 
(4.17) can be matched in equation (4.18) by changing the value of coherent 
receiver LO carrier frequency, ωECL, which will alter the value of the constant 
differential phase from the coherent receiver, (ωSG-DBR_const - ωECL)Tint. This can be 
fine-tuned using DSP as described in the section concerning CCDFs of the 
absolute corrected differential phase. By optimising the value of the LO carrier 
frequency, ωECL, the differential phase impairments measured using the coherent 
receiver (equation (4.18)) can fully characterise the differential phase impairments 
in equation (4.17) since all other terms match. Hence, the coherent receiver 
measurements can be used to fully predict the time-resolved BER of DQPSK using 
delay interferometers at the receiver in switching scenarios, considering only 
phase impairments. 
4.3 Comparing 3D-CCDF Calculated Time-Resolved BERs with 
Directly Counted Time-Resolved BER Measurements 
By using the time-resolved BER measurement system that was described in [10] 
and applied to DQPSK in [8] it was possible to compare the directly measured 
time-resolved BER with the expected time-resolved BER calculated using the time-
resolved CCDF curves. The measured time-resolved BERs were determined from 
a single delay interferometer using one photodiode, to decode either I or Q data at 
a given moment in time, with the system being described in detail in [8]. As stated 
in section 4.2.4.1, the value of ωECL needs to be optimised in order for the 
differential phase impairments to match those seen by the delay interferometer. 
Since the delay interferometer would be most likely be optimised so that the errors 
near the end of the burst would be minimised (where the laser begins to settle), the 
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value of ωECL was be varied using DSP, as discussed in section 4.2.4, so that the 
value of ∆Φcoh-cor(t) is close to zero near the end of the switch. Then applying 
equation (4.9) to the time-resolved CCDF of |∆Φcoh-cor(t)| shown in Figure 4.10, the 
red curve in Figure 4.11 is generated. Note that Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 have 
been copied here for convenience at Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14, respectively. 
The blue dots in Figure 4.14 show the time-resolved BER measured by using the 
FPGA to do direct error counting [8]. 
 
Figure 4.13: Copy of Figure 4.10. 
 
Figure 4.14: Copy of Figure 4.11. 
It can be seen that the blue circles and red lines have similar trends but are 
not exactly matched. This could be explained by the delay in the interferometer not 
being exactly optimised for the frequency at the end of the switch and this would 
result in a slight constant phase offset as explained in section 4.2.4.1. This slight 
constant phase offset could be fitted by slightly varying the frequency offset 
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removed in the DSP in the CCDF calculations. If the frequency offset removed 
from the instantaneous phase trajectories is varied slightly from the one near the 
end of the switch so as to optimise the fit between the CCDF time-resolved BER 
and the FPGA time-resolved BER, it can be seen that this results in remarkably 
close matching as seen in Figure 4.14 where the optimised CCDF time-resolved 
BER (black line) matches the FPGA time-resolved BER (blue circles) except for 
two points at 0ns and at 10.5ns. Hence, this is verification of the 3-D CCDF of the 
differential phase characterisation technique since the matching between expected 
and measured time-resolved BERs is excellent. The difference at 0ns may be due 
to the fact that amplitude noise effects are not taken into consideration and these 
may have an additional impact on the interferometer receiver. Observing equation 
(4.15), if A(t) is greatly reduced then some noise effects in the receiver, such as 
thermal noise, may become more significant. As can be seen from Figure 4.15, the 
magnitude is low at the start of the switch compared with its value at the end of the 
switch and it is during this low magnitude part that the frequency offset passes 
through the 0GHz frequency offset twice. 
 
Figure 4.15: Plot showing frequency offset transient versus time (black) and 
the magnitude of the constellation versus time in rms millivolts (red), 
showing low magnitude at the start of the switch. 
The CCDF would calculate points where the frequency offset is near 0GHz 
to be points of low BER. However, these 0GHz frequency offset points have low 
amplitude and, hence, higher BER in the case of a delay interferometer receiver. 
Nevertheless, it can be seen that the match for all other parts (except for 0ns and 
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at 10.5ns) is very close. It should be noted that the CCDF curve relates to a 100ps 
symbol period while the FPGA curve relates to a 93ps symbol period. It was found 
that resampling the sampled waveforms made a negligible difference to improving 
the accuracy of the calculated time-resolved BERs. This shows that the time-
resolved CCDF of the differential phase is able to characterise the phase dynamics 
well enough to accurately calculate the performance of DQPSK using delay 
interferometers at the receiver in a switching scenario. 
The time-resolved BER of the other wavelength (at 1560nm) can be seen in 
Figure 4.16. It can be seen that the CCDF calculated time-resolved BER with 
optimised frequency offset removal (black line) matches extremely well to the 
FPGA measured time-resolved BER (blue circles), except for the part of the switch 
at 30ns. This is further verification of the 3-D CCDF of the differential phase 
characterisation approach since it produces remarkably accurate expected results.  
 
Figure 4.16: Plot of the FPGA measured time-resolved BER (blue circles) and 
the optimised CCDF calculated time-resolved BER (black line) for the part of 
switch at the 1560nm wavelength. 
Note that the minimum BER observable by the CCDF time-resolved BER is 
approximately 5*10-5 since approximately 104 switches were used allowing for 
probabilities as low as 10-4 to be calculated, and BERs calculated in equation (4.9) 
can have half these probabilities. This means that the BERs at 30ns should be 
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within the resolution of the CCDF time-resolved BER. A possible explanation for 
this discrepancy at 30ns is that the coherent receiver can only measure frequency 
offsets within ±10GHz from the ECL centre frequency and any spurious modes that 
appear during a switching event which exist outside this range will not be 
observed. By contrast, it is possible for the interferometer to be affected by another 
spurious mode if the delay set by the interferometer allows for sufficient 
constructive interference and the power in the other spurious mode is sufficiently 
high. This would result in higher BERs for the interferometer case than the 
coherent receiver case. It was also anticipated from the analysis in [11] that 
changes in the wavelength of the largest side mode are possible after a switching 
event which is consistent with the theory given here. 
4.4 Time-Resolved Linewidth 
If Wiener phase noise statistics are assumed, it is possible to determine a time-
resolved linewidth plot. By calculating the variance of the differential phases within 
a given time slot by using multiple switches and then applying equation (4.1) it is 
possible to determine the linewidth in a given time slot. A very similar time-resolved 
linewidth method was described in [12] which used a delayed self-homodyne 
system instead of the heterodyne system was used here. Shown in Figure 4.17 are 
multiple time-resolved linewidths where the figure legend indicates which time-
resolved linewidth curves relate to which part of the wavelength switch. 
 
Figure 4.17: Time-resolved linewidths for the switching SG-DBR laser, with 
the green curve corresponding to the 1548nm wavelength (Figure 4.14) and 
the red curve corresponding to the 1560nm wavelength (Figure 4.16). 
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However, it is not sufficient to just know the time-resolved linewidth to 
predict performance as the frequency chirp reduced the BER tolerances of the 
absolute differential phase and made the effect of phase noise more pronounced. 
This can be deduced by looking at equation (4.9). Considering Figure 4.14, Figure 
4.15 and the green curve in Figure 4.17 together, the error peaks in Figure 4.14 
occurred at 1.3ns, 6.7ns and at 10.5ns. It can be seen that the linewidth from the 
green curve in Figure 4.17  did not vary greatly over the burst period. However, 
there were peaks in the frequency offset near 6.7ns and 10.5ns in Figure 4.15 (the 
area near 1.3ns is not suitable for this analysis since it was affected by low 
amplitude as well as quick varying frequency offsets). This shows that the 
frequency chirp brought the average absolute differential phase closer to the π/4 
tolerance line where the phase noise will have a greater impact. Hence, frequency 
chirp and phase noise both need to be considered for accurate predictions of time-
resolved BERs. This can be done in a consistent manner by using CCDFs of 
differential phase or CCDFs of absolute corrected differential phase. Note that the 
time-resolved linewidth work in [12] and the CCDF work in [3] were published 
contemporaneously. 
4.5 Physical Interpretation of Switching Characteristics 
There are a number of factors which influence the switching characteristics of the 
SG-DBR in the system shown here. Firstly, the switching signal applied to the laser 
will affect the switching performance, where it was demonstrated in [13] that 
appropriately controlling the switching signal(s) the frequency chirp and phase 
noise characteristics can be made to settle much quicker resulting in shorter 
waiting times for optical packet decoding. The excitation of different modes when 
the laser switches from one wavelength to another is also a factor as discussed in 
[11]. In addition, thermal changes caused by electrical power dissipation from 
switching electrical inputs can have an effect on wavelength accuracy [14]. 
4.6 Summary 
It has been shown in this chapter that static linewidth measurements which use 
coherent receivers need to use sampling intervals that do not overlap in order to 
ensure statistical independence so that the variance is calculated correctly. A novel 
method of simultaneously characterising both the phase noise and the frequency 
chirp of a switching tuneable laser was described and experimentally 
demonstrated. This method overcomes previous limitations such as assuming a 
Wiener phase noise model and separating frequency chirp and phase noise 
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allowing for a single combined characterisation scheme to be used. Frequency 
chirp can be subsequently interpreted as the mean values from the time-resolved 
distributions, and phase noise can be considered as the spread or width of the 
distribution about the mean. The validity and accuracy of this method of 
characterisation was tested by correctly calculating, using CCDFs, expected time-
resolved BERs of DQPSK after a switching event and showing that these matched 
time-resolved BERs experimentally measured using an FPGA. Discrepancies are 
attributed to: (i) low optical power affecting the FPGA-measured BERs at the start 
of a switch, (ii) other spurious modes that appear during a wavelength switch 
outside the bandwidth of the scope affecting the FPGA-measured BERs, and (iii) 
limitations relating to the lowest possible non-zero BER determinable by the CCDF 
calculated BERs. It was also shown that time-resolved linewidth measurements 
could also be determined from this setup using a similar approach to [12]. 
However, it was also shown that time-resolved frequency chirp is also required for 
accurate time-resolved BER calculations. Having characterised the phase 
dynamics of a switching tuneable laser (which are impairments to a coherent 
optical packet /burst system), which were seen to have significant frequency chirp 
and some phase noise variation, the next step is to find methods of compensating 
the frequency offset after a switching event. The difficulties involved in this are that 
the frequency offset will be time-varying, potentially large, and will have to be 
estimated almost immediately once the packet or burst arrives in order for the 
system to be considered a packet or burst system. 
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Chapter 5 
5 Doubly Differential Phase Shift Keying for High Frequency Offset Tolerance 
Doubly Differential Phase Shift Keying for 
High Frequency Offset Tolerance 
In this chapter, the key concern will be on removing/ compensating for the effect of 
the frequency offset between the transmitter laser and the LO laser at the 
polarisation-diverse coherent receiver. Conventional techniques require either that 
the frequency offset is kept within certain limits or that training symbols are sent so 
that, effectively, the frequency offset can be measured and, thereafter, tracked 
(training symbol techniques may vary but a simple implementation is to just 
measure the frequency offset with no modulation and to then track small 
deviations). While these techniques can be implemented in static scenarios such 
as OCS where long start-up times to set up channels could possibly be used, they 
will not be suitable in situations where the frequency offset varies greatly or when 
decoding needs to occur soon after the data is received, such as in coherent 
optical packet/ burst switched scenarios. One technique which overcomes these 
difficulties is DDPSK. However, the typical DDPSK implementation has a large 
SNR penalty associated with it. Although techniques to reduce this SNR penalty 
have been published (which are discussed at the end of section 5.2), it will be 
shown that the novel Mth power DDPSK (which is a novel system and is a novel 
contribution of the research published in this thesis) can achieve very similar BER 
versus OSNR performance compared with Mth power single differential phase shift 
keying (SDPSK). It will be shown from a theoretical point of view that Mth power 
doubly differential quadrature phase shift keying (DDQPSK) represents an 
improvement in the BER versus SNR performance of DDQPSK compared with 
prior art. Additional advantages of Mth power DDPSK are that it can be 
implemented with only very modest additions to Mth power SDPSK and it is a feed-
forward method. BER versus OSNR results with static and switching frequency 
offsets using simulation and experimental data will demonstrate that Mth power 
DDPSK has a very large frequency offset range, can achieve very short waiting 
times after a switching event, and provides a very robust demodulation system for 
coherent optical packet/ burst switched networks using M-ary PSK constellations. 
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5.1 Frequency Offset Compensation Schemes 
The need for frequency offset compensation has already been established in this 
thesis. In the case of coherent optical packet/ burst switched networks, one key 
aspect which needs to be focused on is the range of the frequency offset 
compensation algorithm. The frequency offset is expected to be time-varying and 
potentially large in coherent optical packet/ burst switched networks, which means 
that without a large compensation range decoding coherent data will almost 
certainly result in large errors or require large waiting times. With regard to range, it 
was explained previously in section 3.2.3 of this thesis that for M-ary PSK systems 
where the signals have been downsampled to one sample per symbol there is an 
inherent limit to the maximum frequency offset which can be estimated and/or 
removed, and this is given as ∆ω=±π/(MT) (or ν=1/(2MT)). Note that if a frequency 
offset equal to the symbol rate, i.e. ∆ω=(2π/T), is added to the original frequency 
offset, ω, then for one sample per symbol systems, the frequency offset 
compensation scheme will still work as the corresponding rotation of the 
constellation will be an additional 2π from symbol to symbol. However, such 
circumstances may not be common in practice as frequency offsets that are high 
may cause the data to be filtered out by the limited electronic bandwidth of the 
receiver. It is possible to extend the (±π/(MT)) range by using training symbols 
(known symbols) in order to determine the initial frequency offset and to track small 
deviations thereafter as described in [1]. Note that [1] also makes reference to 
using feedback from FEC but it is not clear how this system is intended to work. 
There are a number of frequency offset correction techniques which use the fast-
Fourier transform (FFT) but may have limited ranges if exponential operations are 
used to remove data, for example for QPSK formats the range is the (π*Rs/4) if the 
signal is raised to the power of 4 to removed data before calculating the FFT, 
where Rs is the symbol rate [2]. 
Other publications which use spectrum based methods to 
estimate/compensate frequency offsets such as [3, 4] and another paper which 
uses a system based on a timing recovery algorithm [5] claim to have frequency 
offset ranges greater than ±π/(MT) (or equivalently ±(π*Rs)/(MT)), however, it is not 
clearly stated what the requirements of these methods are in terms of the minimum 
number of samples per symbol required. These publications either state that they 
used two samples per symbol or did not state the number of samples per symbol 
used. As was explained previously in chapter 3, data which contains a high 
frequency offset equal to 2π/(MT) which is sampled at one sample per symbol 
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cannot overcome this ambiguity. In addition, these three papers seem to adopt a 
common approach of performing a coarse estimation to remove frequency offset 
ambiguity and then use an Mth power method for precise frequency offset 
estimation, which means additional computational complexity if only the Mth power 
frequency offset estimation algorithm was originally used. For the proposed 
frequency offset estimation scheme which will be given later in this chapter, Mth 
power DDQPSK, only modest additions to the DSP of Mth power frequency offset 
estimation and Mth power phase estimation are required.    
5.2 Doubly Differential Concept 
As was seen for the Mth power frequency offset estimation scheme for M-ary PSK 
data [6], there is a limited range of frequency offsets which can be tolerated, which 
are inside the range (-π/(MT), π/(MT)), or alternatively written as  ( -(π*Rs)/M ,  
(π*Rs )/M) [7]. This is problematic in a coherent system as the frequency difference 
between transmitter laser and the LO needs to be within this tolerance, e.g. for 
10GBaud QPSK the frequency offset must be less than 1.25GHz if the frequency 
offset is to be compensated by the Mth power frequency offset compensation 
method. From the previous chapter, it is clear that a large frequency offset range is 
essential in a coherent optical packet/ burst switched network. One way to allow for 
large frequency offsets to exist between the transmitter and LO is to employ 
DDPSK [8]. One of the earliest mentions of DDPSK in the literature is given in [9] 
where the application of interest is dealing with Doppler Effect induced frequency 
shifts in air-to-air and air-to-ground coherent communications. A block diagram of 
the encoding and decoding stages for DDPSK is shown in Figure 5.1 (a) and 
Figure 5.1 (b) respectively.  
 
Figure 5.1: Operations showing (a) doubly differential encoding and (b) 
doubly differential decoding [8, 10]. 
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At the transmitter, the data to be transmitted, d(kdT), where kd is the sample 
index for data bits, is first converted from a bit stream to phases using Gray coding 
to give the phase term, θdata(kT), where k is the sample index for symbols. The 
resulting phase terms are then passed through two single differential encoding 
stages, with θSDE(kT) being the equivalent to the single differentially encoding 
phase and θDDE(kT) being the doubly differentially encoding phase, as seen in 
Figure 5.1. The encoding equation is given as [8, 10]: 
       
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) )2,T2-kθ-                              
T1-kθ2 +kTθmod( =kTθ
DDE
DDEdataDDE
 
(5.1) 
where k  ≥  3. After adding a π/4 term to θDDE(kT), Gray coding converts the phase 
to a data stream, dencoded(kdT), which is the bit stream to be transmitted, presumably 
using an IQ modulator or a phase modulator. 
In Figure 5.1 (b), the input to the decoder is the phase received from a 
coherent receiver, θrec(kT), which is downsampled to one sample per symbol, for 
example, by using the downsampling algorithm proposed in chapter 3 based on 
using the sampling phase with the highest average magnitude. θrec(kT) is passed 
through differential phase stages, with ∆2θrec(kT) being the doubly differentially 
decoded phase. Then, the element of [0, π/2, π, 3π/2] which is closest to ∆2θrec(kT) 
is selected, with the selected phase being θdecoded(kT). After adding a π/4 phase shift 
to θdecoded(kT) the phase is converted to data bits using Gray encoding, with d’(kdT) 
being the decoded phase. 
The frequency offset tolerance of DDPSK can be illustrated as follows, 
using a similar argument as in [10]. Assuming that θrec(kT) is of the form: 
 
( ) ( ) 01recdatarec θkTω∆ + kTθ =kTθ +  (5.2) 
where ∆ωrec is the frequency offset, T is the symbol period, and θ0 is the initial 
phase. Phase noise and additive white Gaussian noise will not be considered for 
the moment. Hence, ∆2θrec(kT) can be calculated as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )T1-kθ∆kTθ∆=kTθ∆ recrecrec2 −  (5.3) 
where,  
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )T1-kθkTθ=kTθ∆ recrecrec −  (5.4) 
Substituting equation (5.4) into equation (5.3), yields: 
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( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )( )T1-kθT1-kθ                      
T1-kθkTθ=kTθ∆
recrec
recrecrec
2
−−
−
 
(5.5) 
  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )T2-kθT1-kθ2kTθ=kTθ∆ recrecrecrec2 +−  (5.6) 
Substituting equation (5.2) into equation (5.6) yields:  
 
( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )0recdata
0recdata
0recdatarec
2
θ2-kTω∆ + T2-kθ                    
θ1-kTω∆ + T1-kθ 2                  
θkTω∆ + Tkθ =kTθ∆
++
+−
+
 
(5.7) 
which can be simplified to: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )T2-kθT1-kθ2kTθ=kTθ∆ datadatadatarec2 +−  (5.8) 
Hence, it can be seen from equation (5.8) that the doubly differentially decoded 
phase, ∆2θrec(kT), depends only on θdata(kT) values and is independent of the 
frequency offset and initial phase. Therefore, DDPSK can tolerate frequency 
offsets up to the limits of the electronic bandwidth of the receiver in the presence of 
no phase noise or additive white Gaussian noise. Note that for larger symbol rates 
the frequency offset range will be reduced. This occurs since the edge of the 
spectrum will be filtered out by the limited electronic bandwidth of the receiver at 
smaller frequency offsets since the spectrum width increases with larger symbol 
rates. Note that the DDPSK decoding scheme described up to this point and 
depicted in Figure 5.1 (b) is referred to here as “Simple DDPSK”. The term “Simple 
SDPSK” is used here also and is similar to Simple DDPSK except only single 
differential encoding and differential decoding stages are used. The terms Simple 
DDPSK and Simple SDPSK are only used in this thesis and in papers co-authored 
by the author of this thesis to more easily distinguish them from other decoding 
methods which use additional DSP. 
However, for the zero frequency offset case, a 4.77dB penalty is expected 
when using Simple DDPSK instead of Simple SDPSK. In [11], it is pointed out that 
the impulse response given in equation (5.8) will result in a multiplication of the 
input noise variance by a factor of 6 (since the variances from the different terms 
will add as (σ2+ 4σ2+ σ2=6σ2)) and this will be 3 times the value for the SDPSK case 
(which will be (σ2+ σ2=2σ2)). This factor of three will result in a 10*Log10(3)=4.77dB 
penalty when using DDPSK instead of SDPSK. Note also that the 4.77dB penalty 
is compared with SDPSK without any phase estimation algorithm applied which 
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means that an even larger penalty will be seen when comparing Mth power SDPSK 
(SDPSK using Mth power frequency offset compensation and Mth power phase 
estimation) and Simple DDPSK. 
There are methods which attempt to reduce the power penalty associated 
with Simple DDPSK. It shown in [11] that a slightly varied doubly differential format 
(referred to as non-adjacent double differential phase shift keying [12]) which finds 
the doubly differential phase over 4 symbols instead of 3 as shown in equation (40) 
gives only a multiplication of the variance by a factor 4 leading to a 3.01dB penalty 
(from: 10*Log10(4) - 10*Log10(2)) compared with SDPSK without phase estimation. 
Another method is described [13] where essentially the second differential stage is 
replaced by an Mth power phase estimation stage which allows for one of the 
differential stages to be performed after the hard decision which will reduce the 
SNR penalty. In [14], a similar approach of using only one simple differential phase 
operation before the hard decision is used except that the second differential stage 
and hard decision are replaced by a multi-symbol decision directed stage which 
feeds back decisions in order to improve the second differential stage so it can 
have negligible penalty. However, the method in [14] has a BER performance 
approximately equivalent to performing simple single differential quadrature phase 
shift keying (SDQPSK) without phase estimation and performing the differential 
decoding before the hard decision, and the method in [13] will have approximately 
twice the BER of [14]. Also, [14] uses a feedback mechanism which is less suitable 
than a feed-forward method for an optical packet/ burst switched network since an 
error in a feedback system can result in continuous propagation of errors, while a 
feed-forward system is guaranteed to eventually forget any large disturbances. It 
can be seen that the ideal method for using DDPSK in a coherent optical packet/ 
burst switched network should be feed-forward and should also try to eliminate or 
reduce any penalty associated with simple differential phase stages before the 
hard decision. Unlike the methods in [13, 14] whose BER versus SNR performance 
will be greater than that of Simple SDPSK, the novel method, Mth power DDPSK, 
will be shown to have a BER twice that of Mth power SDPSK. It will be shown later 
how Mth power DDQPSK will give superior performance to Simple SDQPSK. 
5.3 Mth Power DDPSK 
It is instructive to first consider the Mth power SDPSK algorithm and the 
deficiencies associated with it before introducing the Mth power DDPSK algorithm. 
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The frequency offset, ω, at the input of the Mth power SDPSK algorithm is 
expressed as follows: 
 
( )( )ff δMT/Nπ2ω +=  (5.9) 
where Nf is an integer, and δf is in the range | δf | < 1/(2MT). The frequency offset 
component (2π*Nf/(MT)) will not be seen by the Mth power frequency offset 
compensation scheme since it is indistinguishable from data and any Mth power 
operation will remove this frequency offset, i.e. raising the field to the power of M 
will essentially multiply ω by M giving: 
 
( )ff δMπ2T/Nπ2Mω +=  (5.10) 
The phase shift due to frequency offset after the Mth power operation over one 
symbol period will be given by ωMT: 
 
( )TδMπ2Nπ2MTω ff +=  (5.11) 
It can be seen in equation (5.11) that only the 2πMδfT term can be observed and 
that the 2π*Nf term will not be observed due to phase wrapping. Hence, there will 
be an ambiguity in the frequency offset as a result of the (2πNf/(MT)) term. 
However, the 2πδf component will still be removed since it is in the Mth power 
frequency offset range. Hence, ω could potentially have a frequency offset 
component of (2πNf/(MT)) after the frequency offset compensation stage if Nf is 
non zero. The Mth power phase estimation stage will also not see this frequency 
offset as it will be indistinguishable from the data. Hence, after the hard decision 
there is potentially a (2πNf/(MT)) frequency offset component still in the hard 
decision symbols. This is the reason that the Mth power frequency offset scheme 
requires Nf to be equal to zero, so that only the limited 2πδf term remains. Noting 
from the analysis in section 5.2 above that doubly differential phase decoding will 
remove any frequency offset, this will also apply to symbols after the hard decision. 
Hence, performing a doubly differential operation after the hard decision can 
remove any residual frequency offset that is a multiple of (2π/(MT)) and, therefore, 
can remove any residual (2πNf/(MT)) term. Hence, Mth power DDPSK can remove 
any frequency offset within the electronic bandwidth of the receiver, which is the 
same frequency offset compensation range as Simple DDPSK. 
A diagram comparing different demodulation algorithms is given in Figure 
5.2. In Figure 5.2 the DSP for (a) Mth power SDPSK, as described in chapter 2, (b) 
Simple DDPSK, as described in section 5.2, and (c) Mth power DDPSK is given. 
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For Mth power SDQPSK the received downsampled constellation has its frequency 
offset removed and has its phase noise mitigated by a phase estimation stage. The 
constellation is expected to then resemble an M-ary PSK constellation or in the 
case of Figure 5.2, a QPSK constellation. Then, a hard decision on the 
constellation is made. After this, a single differential decoding stage gives the 
original data. For Figure 5.2 (b), the received downsampled constellation has its 
phase applied to two differential stages, and then a hard decision is made on the 
constellation to give the original data. It can be seen from Figure 5.2 (b) that the 
constellation before the hard decision is quite noisy which is due to the fact that 
noise terms are being added together twice. Finally, Figure 5.2 (c) shows the 
algorithm for the novel Mth power DDPSK scheme. All the steps are the same as 
for Figure 5.2 (a) up to the hard decision. After the hard decision, instead of a 
single differential decoding stage being applied to the hard decision phase, two 
differential decoding stages are applied. Note that Mth power SDPSK must have 
only one differential phase encoding stage performed at the transmitter while Mth 
power DDPSK must have two differential phase encoding stages performed at the 
transmitter. 
 
Figure 5.2: DSP for (a) Mth power SDPSK, (b) Simple DDPSK and (c) Mth 
power DDPSK [15], where the constellation used for illustration purposes is 
QPSK (similar diagram in [15]). 
One key issue with using Simple DDPSK is that it has a 4.77dB SNR penalty 
compared with the Simple SDPSK. We can greatly reduce the SNR penalty by 
using the novel “Mth power DDPSK” algorithm. It was explained in [16] that the 
BER of PSK will double as a result of using differential decoding with Mth power 
SDPSK. This can be explained as follows; if low BERs and high OSNRs are 
considered, errors will predominantly be ones where AWGN causes symbols to 
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appear inside the decision boundaries of adjacent symbols and the probability of 
consecutive errors will be small. When no differential decoding after the hard 
decision is used, this will result in a single error from AWGN due to Gray coding. 
Where single differential decoding after the hard decision is used, a single AWGN 
2π/M error will results in single bit errors for the first and second phase terms in the 
differential phase decoding equation and will result in two errors where previously 
there was one. This explains the doubling of the BER when going from PSK to Mth 
power SDPSK. For Mth power DDPSK with M ≥ 4, from equation (5.6), which will 
be applied after the hard decision, a single 2π/M error will result in a single bit error 
for the first term, two bit errors for the second term (π/M rotation will result in two bit 
errors due to Gray coding) and a single bit error for the last term, leading to four 
times as many errors than if no differential decoding with PSK was used and twice 
as many errors than if single differential decoding was used. A plot of the 
theoretical BER versus SNR per bit for QPSK, Simple SDQPSK, Mth power 
SDQPSK and Mth power DDQPSK is shown in Figure 5.3 using the appropriate 
formulae from the end of chapter 3 given in [6, 17] and applying the analysis given 
above 
 
Figure 5.3: Theoretical BER versus SNR per bit for different methods of 
demodulating QPSK data. 
Note that only AWGN is considered here with no frequency offset and no 
phase noise. QPSK with no differential encoding could be decoded with the aid of 
training symbols and using some phase estimation technique such as Mth power 
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phase estimation. It should be noted that there is a 0.49dB penalty when using Mth 
power DDQPSK instead of Mth power SDQPSK at a BER of 10-3, and a 1.03dB 
penalty when using Mth power DDQPSK instead of QPSK at a BER of 10-3. This 
shows that Mth power DDQPSK can be used with only small additional SNR 
requirements to Mth power SDQPSK. Simple SDQPSK has 1.37dB additional SNR 
requirements than Mth power DDQPSK at a BER of 10-3. Simple DDQPSK is 
expected to have a 4.77dB SNR penalty compared with Simple SDQPSK. Hence, 
it is clear that Mth power DDQPSK makes enormous gains over the original Simple 
DDQPSK. In addition, Mth power DDQPSK will have better BER versus SNR 
performance than the DDQPSK methods in [13, 14] at a BER of 10-3, since [13, 14] 
have higher SNR requirements than Simple SDQPSK and Simple SDQPSK has 
higher SNR requirements than Mth power DDQPSK for BERs less than 4.6*10-2. 
5.3.1 Modification to Mth Power Frequency Offset Compensation for Mth 
power DDPSK 
One additional component of the Mth power DDPSK scheme not already discussed 
is that for improved performance, the Mth power frequency offset compensation 
algorithm will need to be slightly adjusted to account for possible transients where 
the frequency offset changes causes the value of Nf in equation (5.9) to change. 
When the value of Nf changes this can lead to errors in the Mth power DDPSK 
algorithm close to where the change occurs since the doubly differential decoding 
will only remove constant frequency offsets. In order to keep Nf constant, an 
unwrap function can be applied to the estimated differential phase due to 
frequency offset. The adjustment to be made to the Mth power frequency offset 
compensation algorithm is shown in Figure 5.4.  
 
Figure 5.4: Mth power frequency offset compensation algorithm with unwrap 
function included for Mth power DDPSK algorithm. 
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An unwrap function is placed after the argument of the averaged field is 
determined in order to ensure that a smooth frequency offset trajectory is 
calculated. A similar idea to using this is suggested in [1] except with training 
symbols or feed-back from FEC used to determine the initial differential phase due 
to frequency offset which is added to the estimated differential phase which should 
then be unwrapped before the accumulator. The measured  frequency offset and 
estimated frequency offset from the Mth power frequency offset compensation 
method are shown in Figure 5.5, where the frequency offset estimation is done 
without the unwrap function in (a) and with the unwrap function in (b).  
 
Figure 5.5: Plots of measured frequency offset and estimated frequency 
offset versus time using Mth power frequency offset compensation (a) 
without unwrapping and (b) with unwrapping. The black lines indicate the 
frequency offset limitations for Mth power SDQPSK. 
The measured frequency offset was determined by measuring a number of 
different beat signals (without modulation being present) using a polarisation-
diverse coherent receiver, time-aligning the bursts using the same method 
discussed in the previous chapter and averaging the frequency offset trajectories. 
It can be seen in Figure 5.5 (a) that the estimated frequency offset is always within 
the solid black lines, which represent the ±π/(MT) limits of the Mth power frequency 
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offset compensation algorithm for SDQPSK. It is clear that there is not a constant 
frequency offset difference between the measured and the estimated frequency 
offsets in Figure 5.5 (a) which will result in errors during the doubly differential 
decoding. However, when the unwrap function is used it can be seen that the 
estimated trajectory has the same trend as the measured frequency offset with a 
constant frequency offset difference of 2.5GHz, which for this 10GBd system with 
T=100ps and M=4, is a multiple of 2π/(MT). Since it is a multiple of 2π/(MT), it will 
appear correctly after the hard decision and will be fully compensated for with the 
doubly differential decoding after the hard decision. 
 In terms of the complexity of implementing Mth power DDPSK, it is clear 
that the only additional functions which would be required on top of an Mth power 
SDPSK system would be one additional differential encoding operation at the 
transmitter, one additional differential decoding operation at the receiver after the 
hard decision, and an unwrap function in the Mth power frequency offset 
compensation algorithm. 
5.4 Static Performance of Mth Power DDQPSK- BER versus 
OSNR[10] 
The experimental setup to test the static BER versus OSNR performance of 
DDQPSK is shown in Figure 5.6. Note that many of the details provided in this 
section are given in the paper at [10] and the experimental data used here relates 
to the same simulation and experiment documented in [10]. 
 
Figure 5.6: Experimental setup to perform BER versus OSNR measurements 
to compare Mth power SDQPSK, Simple DDQPSK and Mth power DDQPSK 
(diagram from [10]). 
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A low linewidth laser at 1546nm is used at the transmitter where a PC is 
used to rotate the input polarsation to that required by the IQ modulator. The 
transmitter and LO were both ECL sources which came from two different ports of 
a box which provided four outputs from four ECLs (Agilent Technologies “N7714A 
Tunable Laser Source” with a typical linewidth of less than 100kHz specified). The 
IQ modulator has inputs from a pattern generator whose signals are electrically 
amplified. A 27 -1 pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS), i.e. PRBS7, data 
sequence with a zero appended to it was generated in MATLAB and this data 
sequence was encoded for DDQPSK transmission, using the encoding scheme 
given in [8]. The encoded sequence was loaded onto the pattern generator or used 
in VPI TransmissionMaker V8.7 (a simulation tool for telecommunication systems 
using components in the optical or electrical domain) in order to simulate the 
experiment. The extra zero was included since the pattern generator only accepted 
particular pattern lengths. Note that the same recorded received data was also 
decoded as if it were SDQPSK encoded and the resulting data sequence 
compared against the data sequence expected from SDQPSK decoding of 
perfectly transmitted DDQPSK encoded data. The DDQPSK encoded I and Q data 
streams were then inputs into electrical amplifiers in the experiment whose outputs 
were inputs to an IQ modulator which modulated the transmitting laser’s output, 
with no electrical amplifiers used in the simulation. The symbol rate of the system 
was 10GBaud. The OSNR was varied by varying the attenuation of the variable 
optical attenuator (VOA) before the first EDFA. After the first EDFA, the OSNR was 
measured using a 10% tap from the EDFA output and measuring the OSNR from 
the OSA with a bandwidth of 0.14nm. The measured OSNR was later corrected 
using MATLAB so that it corresponded to a bandwidth resolution of 0.1nm. The 
other 90% went through a 0.64nm optical bandpass filter, then through a second 
EDFA, to maintain constant power and then through a 0.8nm optical bandpass 
filter. 
After this, a 90% tap went to a photodiode connected to an oscilloscope 
which was used to observe the eye diagram in order to optimise the DC bias points 
of the IQ modulator (90% was required to provide sufficient clarity for the eye 
diagram). The oscilloscope for the eye diagram was triggered from a signal from 
the pattern generator. The other 10% went to the signal input of the polarisation-
diverse coherent receiver. In simulation, a thermal noise value of 40pA/(Hz1/2) was 
used for the photodiodes in the receiver. Another low linewidth ECL at 1546nm 
was used as the LO and this went through a PC before entering the LO port of the 
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polarisation diverse coherent receiver. Only the Y components of the polarisation 
diverse coherent receiver were recorded. In order to vary the frequency offset in 
the experiment and the simulation, the frequency of the ECL at the LO was varied. 
A real-time scope was used to record the data in the experiment with a sampling 
rate of 50GSample/s and an analogue bandwidth of 16GHz. The real-time scope 
was triggered with a periodic signal from the pattern generator. A 16GHz 
Butterworth filter was used in the simulations as this had the best match to the 
experimental conditions and the recorded data from the simulation was resampled 
to 5 samples per symbol. Offline DSP was performed in MATLAB. In the offline 
DSP, the data was downsampled to one sample per symbol, where the sample 
with the highest field amplitude was the sampling phase used. The BER was 
determined from direct error counting by comparing the expected data from 
DDQPSK or SDQPSK decoding with what was decoded in the presence of 
different OSNRs and different frequency offsets. 351 averaging terms were used in 
the Mth power frequency offset compensation algorithm and 13 averaging terms 
were used in the Mth power phase estimation algorithm. The expected data 
streams for Simple DDQPSK decoding and Mth power DDQPSK decoding were the 
same. More than 6.4*104 bits, and more than 3.9*104 bits, were used to calculate 
each BER value in the simulation and experimental results, respectively. This 
allowed for BERs of 10-3 to be measured accurately. 
Shown in Figure 5.7 are the BER versus OSNR curves for static simulated 
and experimental systems using (a) Mth power SDQPSK decoding, (b) Simple 
DDQPSK decoding and (c) Mth power DDQPSK decoding. Note that from the 
theory already discussed the range of frequency offsets which Mth power SDQPSK 
can compensate for is between -π/(MT) and π /(MT) (or -1.25 GHz and 1.25GHz 
for the 10Gbaud work in this experiment). It should also be noted that Mth power 
SDQPSK can compensate for frequency offsets which can be expressed as 
(2π((N/T)+ δf)), where N is an integer and δf is within the SDQPSK compensation 
range. This is the case as frequency offsets which are multiples of the symbol rate 
will rotate symbols a multiple of 2π between symbols. From Figure 5.7 (a) it can be 
seen that frequency offsets which are greater than 1.25GHz and less than 
8.75GHz cannot be compensated for as expected. There is an OSNR offset 
between experimental and simulation results which could be due more noise being 
present in the experiments than the simulation, e.g. the thermal noise may be 
larger in experiment than in simulation, or power levels at different parts of the 
simulation may be different from experiment. From Figure 5.7 (b) it can be seen 
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that all frequency offsets can be compensated for almost equally well, except for 
the experimental 10GHz curve. However, the OSNR required for a BER of 10-3 is 
approximately 24dB for almost all the curves which is approximately 10dB worse 
than that for the correctly decoded Mth power SDQPSK experimental curves in 
Figure 5.7 (a). However, for Mth power DDQPSK shown in Figure 5.7 (c) the BER 
versus OSNR performance is approximately the same for all frequency offsets with 
an OSNR offset of about 2dB between simulation and experimental results. It 
should be noted that the OSNR penalty of using Mth power DDQPSK instead of Mth 
power SDQPSK is less than 0.5dB at a BER of 10-3 which is in close agreement 
with the analysis above. 
      
                     
Figure 5.7: BER versus OSNR for different levels of frequency offset using 
simulation and experimental data decoded with (a) Mth power SDQPSK, (b) 
Simple DDQPSK and (c) Mth power DDQPSK. 
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Shown in Figure 5.8 is the OSNR required for a BER of 10-3 versus 
frequency offset, where the required OSNR was determined from a linear fit of 
Log10(-Log10(BER)) versus OSNR in dB. BER values greater than or equal to 0.4 
were ignored for all the fittings and BER values less than 0.9*10-3 were ignored for 
Simple DDQPSK so that the fittings would be less affected by non-linear regions. It 
is clearly shown in Figure 5.8 that Mth power DDQPSK has a very similar OSNR 
requirement for a BER of 10-3 as Mth power SDQPSK, while having the same 
frequency offset range as Simple DDQPSK. Hence, it is clearly shown that Mth 
power DDQPSK could be used in static scenarios in order to provide a very large 
frequency offset tolerance. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: OSNR required for a BER of 10-3 versus frequency offset for 
simulation and experimental data using either Mth power SDQPSK, Simple 
DDQPSK or Mth power DDQPSK. 
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5.5 Switching Performance of Mth Power DDQPSK- BER versus 
OSNR[15] 
 
Figure 5.9: BER versus OSNR measurement scheme to assess the 
performance of different decoding schemes in a switching scenario. 
Shown in Figure 5.9 is the experimental setup to test the performance of Mth power 
DDQPSK directly after a switching event using a tuneable laser transmitter (note 
that the material presented here was published in [15]). Here, the SG-DBR laser 
switches between 1541.4nm and 1547.5nm, with a switching voltage signal being 
applied to the back section. The laser stays on each wavelength for 500ns. The 
laser output went through a 90/10 coupler, where the 10% output was used to 
measure frequency offsets between the SG-DBR and the LO using the 
polarisation-diverse coherent receiver. The 90% output was modulated with an IQ 
modulator with data being provided by a pattern generator. The bit rate of the 
system was 20GBit/s (symbol rate of 10GBaud). The pattern used was a PRBS7 
sequence of length 27-1. The delay used to decorrelate the data and inverse data 
streams was 15 bits. Note that the SDQPSK and DDQPSK decoded results are 
both related to the same bit sequences coming from the pattern generator, but the 
expected decoded bit sequences for SDQPSK and DDQPSK were both different. 
By decoding the known transmitted bit streams using either SDQPSK or DDQPSK 
decoding, the expected output data for each decoding scheme can be determined. 
Electrical amplifiers were used to provide high enough voltage levels for the data 
signals going into the IQ modulator. The bias points were optimised regularly using 
manual optimisation algorithm described in [18]. An oscilloscope was used to 
monitor the eye diagram of the modulator to ensure that the bias points of the 
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modulator were set so as to give the expected DQPSK eye diagram with three 
levels at the transitions. The modulated laser output then went through a VOA, 
which had an inline power meter, and then an EDFA. Since the output of this 
EDFA was too high for the signal input of the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver 
(+6.5dBm) and could not be finely adjusted, a VOA was used after this EDFA. At 
the 50/50 coupler, noise was added to change the OSNR. The OSNR was varied 
using a VOA to attenuate ASE from the EDFA with no input. A 5nm filter was used 
to flatten the ASE noise spectrum where the flatness of the added ASE noise was 
determined using the OSA. One output from the 50/50 coupler went through a 
VOA and then went to an OSA in order to measure the OSNR. The resolution of 
the OSA was 0.1nm. The other output from the 50/50 coupler went through a 2nm 
filter and then through a PC before going to the signal port of the polarisation-
diverse coherent receiver. The LO used was an ECL (NETTEST TLS WDM Source 
Model C with a specified linewidth of less than 100kHz). Note that TLS stands for 
“Tuneable laser source”. A static laser at 1541.4nm acting as the LO went through 
a PC and then into the LO port of the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver. Note 
that the PC at the signal port was set so as to maximise the power on only one 
polarisation. The real-time scope captured the outputs from the polarisation-
diverse coherent receiver, with the real-time scope having a bandwidth of 12.5GHz 
and a sampling rate of 50GSample/s. The experiment was controlled using an 
automatic program which was run on a laptop. The laptop changed the attenuation 
of the VOA which varied the added ASE, measured the new OSNR value by 
gathering information from the OSA, and recorded data from the real-time scope at 
different OSNR values. More than 1.8*105 bits were used for each BER point 
which allowed for BERs of 10-3 to be measured accurately. 11 averaging terms 
were used in both the frequency offset estimation and phase estimation. 
Shown in Figure 5.10 are the BER versus OSNR performance curves when 
using (a) Mth power SDQPSK, (b) Simple DDQPSK decoding and (c) Mth power 
DDQPSK. The red curves relate to decoding bursts with a waiting time of 30ns 
after the start of the burst (after the laser switched wavelength) and the blue curves 
are for a 0ns waiting time. The 0ns time is when the amplitude exceeds 70% of its 
maximum value, with 490ns after that time being used for the BER calculation 
which essentially relates to 98% utilization of the 500ns burst. The triangle symbols 
are for 0GHz steady-state frequency offsets (the frequency offset at the end of the 
switch) and the quadrangles are for 3GHz steady-state frequency offsets. It can be 
seen from Figure 5.10 (a) that the system is only able to produce BERs less than 
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10-3 for 0GHz steady-state frequency offsets and for 30ns waiting times. From 
Figure 5.10 (b) it can be seen that Simple DDQPSK cannot produce BERs less 
than 10-3, however, its performance is similar for different steady-state frequency 
offsets and different waiting times. In Figure 5.10 (c) all the curves can reach BER 
values below 10-3 in the OSNR range shown and can start decoding with 0ns 
waiting times. There is also less than a 0.6dB difference between the 30ns wait 
time with 0GHz steady-state frequency offset curves in Figure 5.10 (a) and Figure 
5.10 (c) at a BER of 10-3. This is close to the expected penalty from the analysis 
above. 
 
               
Figure 5.10: BER versus OSNR in a switching environment for different 
steady-state frequency offsets and different waiting times after a switch for 
(a) Mth power SDQPSK (b) Simple DDQPSK and (c) Mth power DDQPSK [15]. 
 Note also that the measured and estimated frequency offset transients are 
shown in Figure 5.5. It should be noted that increasing the size of the moving 
average used in the Mth power frequency offset compensation stage will increase 
the accuracy of estimated static frequency offsets which will give lower BERs but 
may limit the maximum rate of change of frequency offset which can be tolerated 
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and, hence, increase the waiting time. Hence, a trade-off between accuracy of the 
frequency offset and the maximum rate of change of frequency offset that can be 
tolerated needs to be taken into consideration. Note that the same averaging 
lengths were used for the results shown in Figure 5.10 (moving average lengths of 
11 symbols for frequency offset compensation and phase estimation). This novel 
algorithm, Mth power DDPSK, allows for frequency offset range limitations 
previously associated with packet/ burst DP-QPSK receivers to be greatly relaxed, 
such as in [19] where the initialisation of the CMA equalizer must be delayed until 
the switching laser gets into the frequency offset compensation range. Mth power 
DDPSK can enable very short waiting times since data can be decoded as soon as 
the beat signal from the coherent receiver is within the receiver’s electronic 
bandwidth. 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter the novel approach of using doubly differential encoding and 
decoding was presented. The OSNR penalty typically associated with Simple 
DDPSK decoding was greatly reduced by using the novel Mth power DDPSK 
algorithm which has very similar BER versus OSNR performance to Mth power 
SDQPSK. The performance of Mth power DDQPSK was demonstrated and verified 
in static simulations and experiments. Mth power DDQPSK could also be used in 
static scenarios for improved robustness since this demodulation method can deal 
with large frequency offsets (limited by the bandwidth of the receiver electronics, 
where larger symbol rates will result in the data spectrum being filtered out by the 
receiver’s low-pass filter response at lower frequency offsets). Mth power DDQPSK 
was shown to be able to overcome the issues of Mth power SDQPSK in a switching 
scenario, which mainly originate from its limited frequency offset compensation 
range. By using Mth power DDQPSK with its large frequency offset compensation 
range which is only limited by the bandwidth of the electronics (with the frequency 
offset range being decreased for larger symbol rates) it is possible to decode 
packets very soon after a switching event and at large steady-state frequency 
offsets. This solves the frequency offset issue associated with coherent optical 
burst/packet switched systems using frequency offset compensation algorithms 
with limited ranges. Having solved this issue, attention is turned to the other major 
challenge of coherent optical packet/burst switched receivers, which is 
demultiplexing dual-polarisation packets into separate polarisations, where the 
CMA methods used typically need to find some method of overcoming the 
singularity problem and can have variable decoding times. It will be shown next 
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that a fully feed-forward method (initially proposed by a different group [20]) if used 
in a coherent optical packet/ burst switched system can overcome the variable 
convergence times issue associated with CMA [19], as well the singularity issue, 
and allowing for shorter waiting times for decoding dual-polarisation packets in a 
coherent optical packet/ burst switched networking scenario. 
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Chapter 6 
6 Dual-Polarisation Doubly Differential Phase Shift Keying 
Dual-Polarisation Doubly Differential 
Phase Shift Keying 
One of the key motivations behind using coherent detection is that spectrally 
efficient modulation formats can be used with typically only the DSP having to be 
changed for different modulation formats. One way of increasing spectral efficiency 
is to multiplex coherently modulated signals using two different polarisations. As 
discussed in chapter 3, where there is birefringence in the fibre this will effectively 
lead to the Jones vector at the input of the fibre being multiplied by an unknown 
unitary matrix. The typical method of compensating for this multiplication with a 
random unitary matrix in the case of polarisation multiplexed signals is to use some 
form of constant modulus algorithm (CMA), where a feedback algorithm updates 
filter coefficients so that the output constellations on each polarisation after the 
CMA tend towards constellations which have constant moduli, when using M-ary 
PSK data on each polarisation. When the CMA is used in coherent optical 
packet/burst switched scenarios issues arise such as the length of time required 
for convergence being long (hundreds of nanoseconds), variable and dependent 
on the input polarisation[1]. There can also be issues that both polarisations 
converge to the same polarisation which is known as the singularity problem. In 
this chapter a least mean squares (LMS) algorithm which uses Stokes parameters, 
described in [2], will be applied to a coherent optical burst scenario for the first time 
and it will be shown that this method can potentially overcome the issues 
associated with singularities and long variable convergence times seen in previous 
DP-QPSK methods. Consistent polarisation demultiplexing waiting times are 
critical to correctly designing a burst switched transmission protocol. Throughout 
this chapter Mth power DDQPSK will be used with either the LMS algorithm with 
Stokes parameters, or the CMA. 
6.1 Description of the CMA 
Shown in Figure 6.1 is the filter structure of the CMA used to demultiplex the two 
polarisations that are detected at the receiver. The crucial aspects of the CMA are 
how the initial values of the filters are set and how they are updated. 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of how the CMA filters are applied to the input 
polarisation signals. 
The input fields, Ex[k] and Ey[k], are normalised in the work here. The filters are 
updated using formulae given in [3] (using slightly different notation here): 
 
( )*xCMA_xxold_xxnew_xx EEµεhh +=  (6.1) 
 
( )*yCMA_xxold_xynew_xy E.Eµεhh +=  (6.2) 
 
( )*xCMA_yyold_yxnew_yx E.Eµεhh +=  (6.3) 
 
( )*yCMA_yyold_yynew_yy E.Eµεhh +=  (6.4) 
where the updated filters are on the left hand side of the equations (with “new” 
appended), the previous filters are on the right hand side of the equation (with “old” 
appended), µ is the convergence parameter, the input and output field terms 
(shown in Figure 6.1) are vectors whose length depends on the size of the filter 
used, and the error terms, εx and εy, are given by: 
 
2
CMA_xx E1ε −=  (6.5) 
 
2
CMA_yy E1ε −=  
(6.6) 
In [3], it was suggested that once the filters have converged a decision-directed 
LMS update algorithm be used which appears to give improved performance 
according to results in [3] (this is not the same as the Stokes parameter method 
which calculates a plane fit using an equation derived by LMS, which will be 
discussed later). However, the decision-directed LMS algorithm will not be used 
here and the CMA implementation above will instead be the only one used. Hence, 
the CMA will only begin its convergence at the start of a burst. 
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6.1.1 Methods of Initialising the CMA- Static Systems 
There are many methods in the literature which suggest how to initialise the CMA 
for static channels. In [4], the X-polarisation filters are updated first until they have 
converged and then the Y-polarisation filters are determined by exploiting the fact 
that the channel matrix should be a unitary matrix. However, this may have varying 
convergence times depending on how far the initial guess is from a value 
considered to be a converged value, and this potential variability would mean that 
worst case convergence times would need to be assumed when designing the 
transmission and receiver system protocol. Another method given in [5] uses a two 
stage CMA method which can also monitor PDL and PMD, where the first stage 
uses a system similar to [4], but it may have variable convergence times as the first 
stage uses a system based on [4]. Another method is to use training symbols to 
initially determine the channel matrix which can achieve short waiting times that do 
not depend on the state of polarisation of the received field [6]. It should also be 
noted that there are methods other than the CMA such as the cost function method 
given in [7] which focus on maximising the average sum of the moduli on both 
polarisations which uses feedback, and is reported to require a few thousand 
symbols to converge which may be problematic for burst/ packet applications. 
Another approach is to consider a feed-forward method that does not require 
initialisation so that the system is guaranteed to stay stable. In [8], an algorithm 
which is claimed to be feed-forward is proposed, however, it does not seem to 
assume the general unitary matrix channel model for two polarisations, and [8] 
uses CMA in addition to the feed-forward method in experiment which would mean 
that it is not a fully feed-forward method. While these approaches focus on static 
scenarios, it is also important to discuss the convergence times of work published 
on packet/ burst scenarios. 
6.2 Comparison of Contemporaneously Reported Coherent 
Optical Packet/ Burst Switching Systems 
A number of groups have published in the area of coherent optical packet/burst 
switching since this work began [1, 9-13], where previously optical packet/burst 
systems focused on direct detection. One of the key distinguishing factors of the 
different published coherent optical packet/ burst switched receiver systems 
transmitting dual-polarisation M-ary PSK data is how they overcome the 
singularity/ initialisation problem of the CMA. In [14], a three stage CMA is used, 
where the two stages preceding the usual one stage CMA are used to initialise the 
CMA, however, this system has variable convergence times (maximum 
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convergence time is 200ns or 11200 symbols) which means that it may be difficult 
to anticipate how long the CMA start-up time will be. Variable convergence times 
for DP-QPSK are also observed in [1] where a procedure using 25 initial test cases 
is required to initialise the CMA (with a maximum convergence time of 
approximately 410ns or 11480 symbols). Note that the group that performed the 
work in [1] have developed their work on switching DP-QPSK over a number of 
publications [15-20] and while [17] does report a waiting time of less than 150ns, it 
is in [1] that variations in waiting times due to changes in the input state of 
polarisation are explored leading, to the maximum convergence time of 
approximately 410ns. 
It is also possible to use training symbols and pilot tones to assist optical 
packet/burst receivers at the cost of lower throughput and, in the case of training 
symbols, extra DSP to identify locations of the training symbols. Convergence 
times of CMA can be reduced by using cross-correlation and training patterns [10] 
where the maximum convergence times were reduced by more than half (from 
3840 symbols (768ns) using only CMA to 1440 symbols (288ns) using polarisation 
back rotation from cross-correlations before applying CMA). Data-aided techniques 
for frequency transient compensation and channel estimation have been simulated 
[12] with 5% overhead for a 3.5µs burst and 500ns guard time. Experimental 
demonstration of a real-time burst-mode DP-QPSK receiver is described in [21] 
using data aided techniques (same group as [12]), however, requiring a 120ns 
guard time (3000 symbols). Dual-polarisation coherent orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) in a burst scenario has also been published in [22, 
23], however, pilot tones, training symbols of coherent OFDM and dropping of 
subcarriers reduce the efficiency of this scheme and it is not a truly blind system, 
e.g. in [22] 15 sub-carriers did not carrier data. 16-QAM switched systems using 
pilot tones have also been published [11, 24], however, these result in the loss of 
either one polarisation (did not use tuneable lasers) [11] or the loss of 2.5GHz of 
bandwidth between the data and the pilot tone [24]. 
It is also important to consider ways of improving waiting times by 
increasing hardware complexity. A direct way of determining the initial polarisation 
rotation matrices is to use the signal carvers which send a header in only one 
polarisation so that the state of polarisation can be determined using only 64 
symbols (9ns), and use this determined state of polarisation to initialise the CMA 
for dual-polarisation transmission [13]. However, this will require additional 
equipment and, also, this system does not use fast switching tuneable lasers so it 
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is not be affected by large frequency offset transients. It is also possible to use pre-
emphasis of the drive signals to further improve switching performance when using 
fast switching tuneable lasers as performed in [25], where the cross-correlation 
method used in [10] is also used, where 100ns (2800 symbols) waiting time after 
the switch, the cross-correlation method can determine the polarisation with a 25ns 
(700 symbols) convergence time. In addition, work on dual-polarisation 16-QAM in 
a switching scenario has also been published [26], however, without the 
convergence times of the combined CMA pre-convergence and radius-directed 
equalizer being clearly presented, and this system employed a digital 
enhancement technique which increases implementation complexity. This digital 
enhancement technique requires the use of a delay line and an additional coherent 
receiver (the signal input of the additional coherent receiver is a delayed version of 
the LO used for data demodulation and the LO input of the additional coherent 
receiver is a copy of the LO used for data demodulation with a frequency shift 
potentially applied) [27, 28]. 
 An ideal polarisation demultiplexing algorithm for burst-mode applications 
should have a number of key features. Firstly, it should not have convergence 
times which are long, variable and dependent on the state of polarisation of the 
input signal. Secondly, it should not have the potential to suffer from the singularity 
problems associated with the CMA. Thirdly, it should not use training symbols 
since they increase overhead, require additional DSP to recognise the start of the 
training symbols, and can potentially result in bursts of errors if they are sent 
during large channel fluctuations, which are more likely to occur at the start of a 
burst. Finally, hardware complexity should be kept as low as possible. One type of 
system which satisfies the requirements of eliminating variable convergence times 
and potentially not requiring initialisation would be a feed-forward system. By 
eliminating variable convergence times, long worst case convergence times can be 
avoided and this can potentially reduce waiting times. A scheme which satisfies the 
above constraints will be described next and it will be shown to require a 30ns (300 
symbols) waiting time. 
6.3 Description of the LMS Algorithm 
The motivation for using the LMS algorithm described in [2] is that it is a feed-
forward algorithm, it does not require an initial channel matrix, does not suffer from 
the singularity issue, does not have variable convergence times and does not 
require additional hardware. The fact that the algorithm is feed-forward means that 
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any large errors observed by the system will eventually be forgotten which ensures 
a certain degree of system stability. In addition, unlike CMA and other feedback 
mechanisms, there is no need to select an initial channel matrix which simplifies 
the operation of the demultiplexing algorithm. It should be clear that not having the 
singularity issue is a great advantage. In addition, not having variable convergence 
times for polarisation demultiplexing provides certainty which will allow for more 
straightforward design of burst/ packet switched networks. 
The first step is to determine the down-converted X and Y polarisation 
fields using the polarisation diverse coherent receiver. In the work here the 
receiver outputs Ix, Iy, Qx and Qy have their offsets removed, magnitudes 
normalised, deskews removed, and, then, are downsampled to one sample per 
symbol (note that it is explained in [2] that the LMS method is independent of the 
clock frequency so polarisation demultiplexing could be done before clock recovery 
but here polarisation demultiplexing is done using signals downsampled to one 
sample per symbol). Similar to the previous chapter, the sampling phase was 
determined by selecting the sampling phase which had the largest average 
magnitude. These outputs are then used to determine the X and Y polarisation 
fields, Ex and Ey respectively, as follows: 
 
( )xxx jQIE +=  (6.7) 
 ( )yyy jQIE +=  (6.8) 
Then, the s-parameters can be calculated using equations from [2] (the real value 
function is used in the calculations here to ensure that each calculation is always 
real but this is not explicitly done in [2]): 
 ( ) ( )( )*yy*xx0 EEEERe21s +=  
 
(6.9) 
 
( ) ( )( )*yy*xx1 EEEERe21s −=  (6.10) 
 ( ) ( )( )*yxy*x2 EEEERe21s +=  
 
(6.11) 
 ( ) ( )( )*yxy*x3 EjEEEjRe21s +−=  
 
(6.12) 
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The key observation pointed out in [2] is that for dual-polarisation M-ary 
QPSK, s1, s2 and s3 (for the non-downsampled case) form a “lens” shape object in 
the 3D space. The orientation of the lens shape is dependent on the unitary matrix 
of the channel where a normal vector to the plane which best fits the lens can be 
used to determine the unitary matrix of the channel. It is also argued in [2] that all 
constellations, except ones that have only single lines or points in a complex plane, 
will form the “lens” shape in 3D space and, hence, this provides the possibility for a 
general polarisation demultiplexer for any polarisation-multiplexed M-QAM. Note 
that it can be shown that for DP-QPSK downsampled to one sample per symbol 
with optimum sampling phase that (s1, s2, s3) points lie on a perfectly flat surface in 
3D-space in the presence of no noise, with the normal vector to that surface 
containing sufficient information to determine the demultiplexing matrix for that 
channel. Assuming a unitary matrix channel, the best fit plane through this flat 
surface can be shown to go through the origin and this can be exploited to reduce 
the LMS calculations required. 
To calculate the normal vector to the plane, (a1, a2, -1), the following LMS 
matrix equation can be used (this was derived by the author of the thesis, with the 
derivation shown in section 6.4 below): 
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(6.13) 
The equations to calculate two important parameters for the compensating matrix, 
∆ΦLMS and θLMS, are slightly different from the equations used in [2] since one of the 
fitting terms has been removed by utilizing the fact that the plane goes through the 
origin (the notation is also slightly different from [2]): 
 [ ]1,a∆Φ 2LMS −= atan2  (6.14) 
 [ ]1a,a
2
1
θ 221LMS += atan2  
 
(6.15) 
where atan2[p,q]is the MATLAB command for the two-argument arctan where 
p is the cos input and q is the sin input (its output is in the range (-π, π]). The 
compensating matrix, Minverse, can then be calculated using the equation given in 
[2]: 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 




−
=
−
−
2/∆Φj
LMS
2/∆Φj
LMS
2/∆Φj
LMS
2/∆Φj
LMS
inverse LMSLMS
LMSLMS
e.θcose.θsin
e.θsine.θcos
M
 
 
(6.16) 
Shown in Figure 6.2 are two different perspectives of a downsampled DP-
DDQPSK 3D plot of (s1, s2, s3) represented by blue dots and the LMS best-fit plane 
is traced out with red lines. The plot in Figure 6.2 (a) shows four distinctive (s1, s2, 
s3) clusters of points and the plot in Figure 6.2 (b) is just a rotated version of Figure 
6.2 (a) showing the plane and these clusters from a different perspective. It is 
important to note that the fitting needs to be repeated three times as the plane to 
be fitted to might be parallel to the surface with s1=0, the surface with s2=0, or the 
surface with s3=0. When applying the LMS algorithm three times, the s1, s2, and s3 
points should be cyclically swapped so that the axes are effectively rotated 
ensuring that at least one fitting will not contain an infinite slope. 
 
Figure 6.2: 3D plot of (s1, s2, s3) points calculated using DP-DDQPSK 
experimental data (blue dots) with a linear plane fit (red lines) shown from 
two different perspectives. 
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6.4 Derivation of the Stokes Space Plane Estimation Equation 
Using a LMS Approach 
The following section will derive the Stokes space plane estimation equation given 
in equation (6.13) using a LMS approach. Here, s1, s2, and s3 will be replaced by x, 
y, and z respectively as it makes following the equations easier. Since the fitted 
plane is expected to go through the origin the following equation applies: 
 0zybxa planeplane =++  (6.17) 
where aplane and bplane are real numbers. Note that a cplane coefficient for z is not 
necessary as both sides of the equation can be divided by cplane without loss of 
generality, except for cplane=0. It is this cplane=0 case, as well as the bplane=0 and 
aplane=0 cases, which makes it necessary to rotate (s1, s2, s3) three times and then 
apply this LMS algorithm for each rotation. In addition, by not having a cplane 
coefficient the possible solutions for aplane and bplane are reduced from an infinite set 
of possible pairs of values to one possible pair of values. If a set of points is 
produced which is expected to agree with the relationship given in equation (6.17), 
then in order to find the best fit to that equation in the least mean squares sense 
the following variable, ERRLMS, should be minimised, where ERRLMS is given by: 
 ( )∑
=
−=
++=
Ni
Ni
2
iiLMSiLMSLMS zybxaERR  
 
(6.18) 
where the indexing is done so that the averaging takes place over symbols before 
and after the current point in time being investigated. aLMS and bLMS are the 
estimated values of aplane and bplane respectively. In order to minimise ERRLMS, 
ERRLMS should be differentiated with respect to one of the control variables, either 
aLMS or bLMS. Differentiating with respect to aLMS yields: 
 ( )∑
=
−=
++=
Ni
Ni
iiiLMSiLMS
LMS
LMS xzybxa2
da
dERR
 
 
(6.19) 
which implies that: 
 ( )∑=
−=
++=
Ni
Ni
iiiiLMS
2
iLMS
LMS
LMS xzxybxa2
da
dERR
 
 
(6.20) 
Using similar calculations to those given in equations (6.19) and (6.20) it is 
possible to show that the derivative of ERRLMS with respect to bLMS is given as: 
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 ( )∑=
−=
++=
Ni
Ni
iiiiLMS
2
iLMS
LMS
LMS yzxyayb2
db
dERR
 
 
(6.21) 
Since aLMS and bLMS can assume any real value and do not have a restricted range 
here, maximum and minimum ERRLMS values will occur when the derivatives equal 
zero. Hence, it is of interest to find where the derivatives in equations (6.20) and 
(6.21) equal zero. For the derivative with respect to aLMS: 
 
0
da
dERR
LMS
LMS
=
 
 
(6.22) 
 ( ) 0xzxybxa2 Ni
Ni
iiiiLMS
2
iLMS =++∑
=
−=
 
 
(6.23) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0xzxybxa Ni
Ni
ii
Ni
Ni
iiLMS
Ni
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2
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=
−=
=
−=
=
−=
 
 
(6.24) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )∑∑∑ =
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−=+
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(6.25) 
Repeating the same arguments except with the derivative with respect to bLMS 
given in equation (6.21) yields: 
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2
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(6.26) 
Combining equations (6.25) and (6.26) into matrix form yields: 
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(6.27) 
Multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of the 2x2 matrix yields: 
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(6.28) 
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Converting (x, y, z) back to (s1, s2, s3), respectively, and denoting the coefficients 
multiplying s1, s2 and s3 as (-a1), (-a2) and 1, respectively, the following LMS 
equation emerges: 
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(6.29) 
which can be re-written as: 
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(6.30) 
Hence, it can be seen that the LMS equations given in equations (6.13) and (6.30) 
are the same and can be used to find coefficients to fit a flat plane to (s1, s2, s3). 
Using these coefficients, it is possible to determine a vector normal to the plane of 
this surface [29]: 
 [ ]1aav 211norm −−=   (6.31) 
or 
 [ ]1aav 212norm −=   (6.32) 
Using this normal vector and the equations provided in [2] equations (6.14) and  
(6.15) can be verified to be correct. Equation (6.16) is provided in [2]. 
6.5 Differential Polarisation Encoding: 2-D Differential Encoding 
Rule 
When sending polarisation multiplexed M-ary PSK data it is possible even after the 
two polarisations have been separated that the X-polarisation transmitted data will 
end up on the decoded Y-polarisation output at the receiver and vice versa after 
the DSP. It is also possible that each transmitted data stream will end up on the 
correct polarisation output at the receiver. One way to overcome this ambiguity is 
to transmit initialisation symbols to identify which decoded polarisation is which. 
While this is a simple and straightforward method, problems could arise if the 
initialisation symbols are transmitted with errors. For a burst/ packet switched 
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system, a robust method of overcoming this ambiguity is required as the 
initialisation symbols are likely to be sent at the start of the packet where errors are 
probably most likely. 
In [30], a method of differentially encoding the data on both polarisations is 
provided, which appears to be termed as the “2-D differential encoding rule”, along 
with a method of decoding the data at the receiver such that it is possible to 
identify which decoded data stream corresponds to which transmitted polarisation 
data stream. A block diagram of this method is shown in a block diagram in Figure 
6.3, with the 2-D differential encoding rule at the transmitter shown in Figure 6.3 
(a), and the 2-D differential decoding rule at the receiver shown in Figure 6.3 (b). 
The key aspect to realise about this algorithm is that if the inputs to the differential 
polarisation decoder in Figure 6.3 (b), ]k[bˆ Xpol and ]k[bˆ polY , are swapped then the 
same data streams will appear on ]k[aˆ Xpol  and ]k[aˆ polY  as if the inputs had not 
been swapped. Hence, whether the polarisation demultiplexing algorithm produces 
a demultiplexing matrix which puts the X-polarisation field on the Y output and the 
Y-polarisation field on the X output, or puts both polarisation fields on the correct 
outputs, the 2-D differential decoding rule will ensure that the X-polarisation data is 
always on the ]k[aˆ Xpol  output, and Y-polarisation data is always on the ]k[aˆ polY  
output. 
 
Figure 6.3: Block diagram of implementation of (a) 2-D differential encoding 
rule at the transmitter and (b) 2-D differential decoding rule at the receiver. 
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Let the terms apolX[k] and apolY[k] represent the two data streams to be 
transmitted in a polarisation multiplexed M-QAM system, where apolX[k] and apolY[k] 
are integers selected from the set Spol={0,1,…,M-1} with each M-QAM symbol 
being associated with a member of this set. The encoding at the transmitter can be 
implemented as follows [30]: 
 



=
=
=
1[k]σ if ],k[a
-1[k]σ if ],k[a]k[b
polpolY
polpolX
polX  
 
 (6.33) 
 



=
=
=
1[k]σ if ],k[a
-1[k]σ if ],k[a]k[b
polpolX
polpolY
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 (6.34) 
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[k]b[k]b if ,1
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polYpolXpol
polYpolX
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 (6.35) 
where bpolX[k] and bpolY[k] are the 2-D differentially encoded symbols which are 
elements of Spol, and σpol[k] is the state variable at the transmitter. The data 
streams bpolX[k] and bpolY[k] should then be converted to the appropriate complex 
symbols associated with their integer representations from Spol. Then, bpolX[k] and 
bpolY[k] have their phases encoded using doubly differentially encoding (this step 
can be replaced by single differential encoding or no phase encoding at all 
depending on the particular implementation used on each polarisation). After the 
phase encoding, the Ix, Qx, Iy and Qy data signals are used to modulate the 
carrier at the transmitter. 
At the receiver, after performing downsampling, polarisation demultiplexing, 
frequency offset compensation, phase estimation, hard decision and single or 
doubly differential phase decoding (or possible no phase decoding), 2-D differential 
decoding can be performed on the resulting data streams from the two 
polarisations, ]k[bˆ Xpol and ]k[bˆ polY , using the following decoding scheme [30]: 
 




=
=
=
1[k]σˆ if ],k[bˆ
-1[k]σˆ if ],k[bˆ]k[aˆ
polpolY
polpolX
polX
 
 
 (6.36) 
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 (6.38) 
where, ]k[aˆ Xpol  and ]k[aˆ polY  are the estimated data symbols, and ]k[σˆ pol is the 
state variable at the receiver (note that ]k[bˆ Xpol , ]k[bˆ polY , ]k[aˆ Xpol  and ]k[aˆ polY  
are all in integer form and elements of Spol). In terms of BER versus SNR, the SNR 
penalty associated with using the 2-D differential encoding rule with two 
polarisation streams is estimated from simulations in [30] to be less than 0.1dB. 
One important point to note is that the state variable at the receiver, ]k[σˆ pol , at the 
receiver will only be initialised when two different symbols are present at ]k[bˆ Xpol
and ]k[bˆ polY , at the same k. If ]k[σˆ pol  is initially incorrect, symbol errors affecting 
both polarisation will occur but only at the first time where ]k[bˆ Xpol  and ]k[bˆ polY  
are different. If, for example, the first 16 pairs of symbols (pairs of ]k[bˆ Xpol  and 
]k[bˆ polY ) are the same but for the 17th pair of symbols there are different symbols 
and the initial value of ]k[σˆ pol  is incorrect, then errors will only occur for the 17th 
pair of symbols but not for the first 16 pairs of symbols. Assuming that random data 
is transmitted, the probability of two different symbols not having different values 
within 20 symbols for QPSK is less than 9.1*10-13, with this probability being even 
lower for larger M-QAM constellations, thus ensuring that the state variable at the 
receiver, ]k[σˆ pol , will be initialised very quickly. 
 
6.6 LMS Stokes Parameters Algorithm and CMA: Static and 
Switching Performance[9] 
6.6.1 Experimental System to Determine the Performance of Different 
Polarisation Demultiplexing Algorithms 
The experimental setup to investigate the performance of DP-DDQPSK in static 
and switching scenarios and compare the LMS and CMA demultiplexing methods 
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is shown in Figure 6.4. This setup was used to measure BER versus OSNR 
curves. Note that many details of this work have been published by the author [9]. 
 
Figure 6.4: Experimental setup for BER versus OSNR measurements for DP-
DDQPSK in static and switching scenarios [9]. 
The transmitter laser, which is an SG-DBR laser, switches wavelength in 
the switching scenarios by applying a 1MHz square wave voltage to the back 
section of the laser and uses a constant voltage for the static scenarios. It switches 
between 1541.2nm and 1547.4nm. The SG-DBR initially goes through a 90/10 
coupler where the 10% is used to measure the precise frequency offset between 
the SG-DBR and the LO using the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver. The LO 
is based on an ECL design (NETTEST TLS WDM Source Model C with a specified 
linewidth of less than 100kHz). The LO is kept close to 1541.2nm. At the start of 
experiments 10 frequency offsets (with no data present) were recorded so that the 
relative deskews between the four outputs of the polarisation-diverse coherent 
receiver could be measured. It was necessary to use multiple frequency offsets so 
that small time delays could be determined between Ix and Iy, and between Qx 
and Qy with the correct deskew correction leading to identical elliptical fits to Iy 
versus Ix parametric plots for each frequency offset, and the same would be the 
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case for Qy versus Qx parametric plots. Also, correct deskew correction would lead 
to circular parameter plots for Qx versus Ix, and Qy versus Iy. The 90% output of 
the 90/10 coupler after the SG-DBR laser went through a polarisation controller 
and then through a PBS. The PBS was used to ensure that the state of polarisation 
of the light going into the modulator was aligned with the slow axis. The power 
from the fast axis output was minimised by varying the polarisation controller so as 
to maximise the power on the slow axis output. The pattern generator produced a 
PRBS7 27-1 data stream and its inverse. Delays and splitters were used to create 
four electrical output data signals. The delays were 25 bits between Iy and Qy, 10 
bits between Ix and Qx, and 31 bits between Qx and inverted Iy. By setting up the 
delays in this manner it was possible to identify which decoded data stream was 
which in order to ascertain if the decoding process had swapped the data streams. 
The symbol rate of the system was 10 GBaud, giving a bit rate of 40 Gbit/s.  The 
modulator used was an integrated dual-polarisation QPSK modulator. A quad 
electrical amplifier was used to amplify the four electrical data signals so that they 
could adequately drive the dual-polarisation QPSK modulator. The output of the 
modulator went to another 90/10 splitter where the 10% output was amplified with 
an EDFA, then filtered with a 5nm optical bandpass filter and then went to an 
oscilloscope to observe the eye-diagram in order to optimise the bias points of the 
modulator. The oscilloscope was triggered with a signal from the pattern generator. 
The observation of the eye-diagram and optimisation of the DC bias points of the 
modulator was performed using an automatic program. The 90% output of the 
second 90/10 coupler went to a 50/50 coupler which was where the ASE noise 
was added at the other input using an EDFA with no input, a VOA, and another 
5nm optical bandpass filter used to flatten the added noise near the wavelength of 
the data signal. One output of the 50/50 coupler went to another VOA whose 
output went to an OSA in order to measure the OSNR with a reference bandwidth 
of 0.1nm. The other output of the 50/50 coupler went to another EDFA, then a 2nm 
optical bandpass filter, then to a polarisation controller before going to the input of 
the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver. The LO, which is a TLS based on an 
ECL design, initially goes through a polarisation controller, then through a polarizer 
in order to ensure that the state of polarisation is correct before going to the LO 
input of the polarisation-diverse coherent receiver. The four outputs of the 
polarisation-diverse coherent receiver are recorded by a real-time scope. The real-
time scope has a sampling rate of 50GSample/s and a bandwidth of 12.5GHz. A 
laptop automatically changed the VOA which attenuated the ASE noise in order to 
vary the OSNR, read the OSNR measured by the OSA, and saved the signals 
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recorded by the real-time scope. The recorded signals were then analysed in 
MATLAB using offline DSP. The real-time scope was triggered by the square wave 
applied to the SG-DBR in the switching cases in order to maximise the number of 
packets captured in each screen shot of the real-time scope. 
 In the offline DSP, the signals had their offsets removed, their amplitudes 
normalised and their deskews removed. The signals were then downsampled to 
one sample per symbol using the sampling phase of EX with the maximum average 
amplitude. The polarisation demultiplexing is then performed using either the CMA 
or the LMS algorithm. 201 symbols were used in the moving average filters in the 
LMS averaging, and finite impulse response filters of length 1 were used in the 
CMA with a convergence parameter of µ=0.0158 used. In the case of switching, the 
CMA is only set running when a packet is detected while the LMS algorithm can be 
kept running as it is a feed-forward algorithm. The frequency offset is removed 
using the Mth power frequency offset algorithm with the unwrap function included 
since Mth power DDQPSK was being used, with the reasons for this having been 
explained in the previous chapter. 101 symbols were used in the moving average 
filter in the Mth power frequency offset compensation algorithm. The phase 
estimation was performed using the Mth power phase estimation algorithm, where 
11 symbols were used in the moving average filter. A hard decision was then 
made. Doubly differential decoding was then performed on the hard decision bits. 
In the case that no 2-D differential decoding of the two polarisation streams was 
used (described in section 6.5) then the decoded X polarisation data was 
compared with the bit pattern which gave it the lowest BER (from the two expected 
bit patterns which were expected to be on separate polarisations) and the decoded 
Y polarisation data was compared with the other expected bit pattern. In the case 
of singularities this would mean that the decoded Y polarisation would have very 
high BERs. In the case of using 2-D differential decoding with the polarisation 
streams, the decoded bit patterns were compared with the bit patterns they would 
be expected to match from the algorithm given in [30]. In terms of determining the 
bit patterns expected, this was done by decoding the expected Ex and Ey fields 
expected from knowledge of the data pattern produced by the pattern generator 
and from knowledge of the delays used in the experiment. 
6.6.2 Static and Switching Experimental Results 
The average BER over both polarisations versus OSNR for polarisation 
multiplexed Mth power DDQPSK using either the LMS or CMA algorithms with no 
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2-D differential decoding is shown in Figure 6.5. Shown in Figure 6.6 is essentially 
the same plot as shown in Figure 6.5 except using 2-D differential decoding. 
 
Figure 6.5: Average BER over X and Y polarisations versus OSNR for DP-
DDQPSK using either the CMA [3] or the LMS algorithm [2] for polarisation 
demultiplexing with different waiting times after a switching event and with 
frequency offsets reported with no 2-D differential decoding [9]. 
 
Figure 6.6: Average BER over both polarisations versus OSNR for DP-
DDQPSK with 2-D differential encoding used. 
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The only static curves included in these figures are the ones with the red 
circles indicating the performance of the LMS algorithm with a 0GHz frequency 
offset between the transmitter and LO lasers. All other curves are for when the 
laser transmitter is switching between wavelengths (1541.2nm and 1547.4nm). 
The LO wavelength is kept close to 1541.2nm. The red “x” curves have a steady-
state frequency offset of 2GHz (i.e. the frequency offset value at the end of the 
packet), use the LMS decoding algorithm, and have a 30ns wait time after the start 
of a packet before BER values are calculated. The blue squares have a steady-
state frequency offset of 2GHz, use CMA with a wait time of 30ns, and use an 
initial unitary matrix designated as “mat1”. The blue triangles have a steady-state 
frequency offset of 2GHz, use CMA with a wait time of 200ns, and an initial unitary 
matrix designated as “mat2” (mat1 and mat2 are two different unitary matrices). 
 In terms of analysing the results, it can be seen that the performance with 
and without using 2-D differential decoding is approximately the same, with all the 
correctly decoded curves having BERs of 10-3 at OSNR values close to 18dB. It 
can be seen that static LMS has quite similar performance to the switching case for 
both sets of curves. It was demonstrated with the two CMA curves that if the initial 
matrix is changed it can completely change the performance of the CMA from 
correct decoding after a 30ns wait with mat1, to high BER values even after a 
200ns wait with mat2. Note that the precautions against using an initial matrix 
which would result in a singularity discussed previously were not utilised here. The 
results show that the LMS method has correctly decoded the switching data and 
that the CMA may not properly decode the data if an initial matrix is selected which 
results in a singularity which will result in a loss of data. Note that the reasons for 
preferring the use of the LMS method over the CMA are that the LMS method 
cannot result in a singularity since the compensating matrix in equation (6.16) can 
never be singular, and the LMS method does not have issues to do with variable 
convergence times since it is a feed-forward method that only needs to wait for all 
the terms in its moving average filters to be filled with values from a packet. 
6.7 Summary 
It has been shown in this chapter that by applying the LMS method in coherent 
optical packet switched networks, which has not been done before, waiting times 
can be achieved that are shorter than have been previously reported for 
wavelength switched DP-QPSK systems (30ns or 300 symbols). The CMA was 
shown to suffer from the singularity issue which is an issue which the LMS method 
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does not suffer from. The LMS method also does not have issues with variable 
convergence times and does not require additional hardware. It was also 
discussed how using the 2-D differential encoding rule can provide a robust 
method of solving the ambiguity about which output polarisation channel contains 
which transmitted data stream and this method was experimentally demonstrated. 
The 2-D differential encoding rule could provide for a more robust method of 
solving this ambiguity in coherent optical packet/burst scenarios than tagging the 
polarisations as this tagging would most likely be implemented at the start of a 
packet where errors could be more likely at this part of the packet. Hence, a fully 
robust, feed-forward coherent optical packet/ burst switched receiver system has 
been presented and demonstrated with very short waiting times, which is robust 
against large frequency offsets and is not sensitive to the state of polarisation of 
the received packet. 
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Chapter 7 
7 Conclusions and Future Work 
Conclusions and Future Work 
There appears to be an insatiable demand for higher data rates through fibre optic 
telecommunication networks for internet applications. This is one motivation for the 
use of spectrally efficient modulation formats which can achieve higher 
transmission rates, and these modulation formats are often implemented with the 
use of coherent detection at the receivers. In addition, more efficient use of 
network resources is important and using OBS or OPS can potentially reduce the 
usage of electronic routing which could reduce the energy consumption in the 
network. Also, OBS and OPS can improve the temporal utilisation of network 
resources as demands between nodes in the network change with time.  
Previous work in this field focused on intensity modulation and direct 
detection scheme. The use of coherent optical packet/ burst switched networks 
would help to achieve both high transmission rates, through greater spectral 
efficiency, and reduced energy consumption in the network. The use of OPS or 
OBS usually requires the use of fast switching tuneable lasers at the transmitter 
and/ or receiver and these switching tuneable lasers tend to exhibit large, time-
varying frequency transients after switching. In addition, the use of coherent optical 
detection to allow for decoding of spectrally efficient modulation formats will require 
that impairments such as frequency offsets, phase noise and polarisation rotations 
need to be compensated/ mitigated in a robust and timely manner in OBS or OPS 
scenarios. The focus of this thesis work has been to fully understand the switching 
behaviour of the tuneable lasers being used, and to develop a robust coherent 
optical packet/ burst switched receiver so that coherent optical packet/ burst 
switched networks can be realised. 
 
7.1 Contributions of This Thesis 
The research questions and problems addressed in this thesis are described next 
along with their proposed solutions. 
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Simultaneous Time-Resolved Characterisation of Frequency Chirp and 
Phase Noise Dynamics: Time-Resolved 3D-CCDF of Instantaneous 
Differential Phase 
There was an issue in the literature in that the time-resolved phase dynamics of 
fast switching tuneable lasers did not have a fully consistent method of 
characterisation. The main issues were: (i) the need to make assumptions about 
the probability distribution of the phase noise, (ii) the resolution not being limited by 
time-bandwidth constraints associated with FFT methods, and (iii) resolving the 
confusion between time-resolved frequency chirp and time-varying phase noise 
dynamics so as to characterise both deterministic and random phase noise 
dynamics into a single consistent method. The proposed novel time-resolved 3D-
CCDF of the instantaneous differential phase characterisation technique 
simultaneously takes into account deterministic frequency chirp and dynamic 
random phase noise, with no assumptions made about the probability distribution 
of the phase noise. The 3D-CCDF of the instantaneous differential phase has a 
time-resolution which is only dependent on the sampling rate used. The validity of 
this approach has been clearly verified with very close matching between 
measured time-resolved BER curves and expected time-resolved BER curves 
calculated from the time-resolved 3-D CCDF plots. 
Need for a Blind Frequency Offset Compensation Algorithm with a Large 
Tolerance Range: Mth Power DDPSK 
An issue facing many coherent optical packet/ burst receivers was that they could 
only tolerate a limited frequency offset range when using blind frequency offset 
compensation methods using one sample per symbol. This meant that a large 
waiting time was required for the switching laser to settle so that the frequency 
offset would be in the tolerable range. As well as this, the steady-state frequency 
offset could be so large that it would not be inside the tolerable range. By using the 
proposed novel decoding method developed in this work, Mth power DDPSK, it was 
possible to tolerate any frequency offset within the bandwidth of the receiver 
electronics (larger symbols rates will be filtered out at lower frequency offset). Mth 
power DDPSK is more robust than using training symbols; especially if training 
symbols are used at the start of a burst since large frequency offset transients at 
the start of a burst would make errors more probable at this part of the burst. Not 
only does this solve a major issue in coherent optical packet/ burst switched 
networks but could potentially be applied to coherent M-ary PSK transmission 
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systems in general. In addition, Mth power DDPSK is a method of greatly reducing 
the OSNR penalty associated with simple DDPSK while still retaining the large 
frequency offset tolerance range. 
Initial Matrix Selection Problem and Sensitivity to the State of Polarisation of 
the Received Packet When Using CMA: DP-DDQPSK Optical Packet 
Receivers Using LMS Polarisation Decoding 
A key issue with coherent optical packet/ burst receivers is the operation of the 
CMA when used for polarisation demultiplexing DP-QPSK signals in switching 
scenarios. The issues are usually: (i) the initialisation of the CMA, (ii) the 
occurrence of singularities, and (iii) convergence times of the CMA (which can be 
large, variable and sometimes dependent on the state of polarisation of the 
received packet). One way to completely overcome these issues is to use the LMS 
method which uses Stokes parameters in order to determine the compensation 
matrix in a feed-forward manner which means that issues to do with stability do not 
occur as errors will eventually be forgotten by the system. In addition, the LMS 
method cannot produce singular compensating matrices, does not require 
initialisation, and will not have variable convergence times that might vary 
depending on the state of polarisation of the received packet, with its waiting times 
only determined by the size of the moving average filters employed. The 
application of this LMS method in coherent optical packet/ burst switched 
scenarios had not been done before, hence its application in this scenario is novel, 
and as well as appropriate for the reasons given above. The additional use of Mth 
power DDPSK allows for a fully robust coherent optical packet/ burst receiver with 
very short waiting times, which is precisely what was sought after at the outset of 
this work. 
7.2 Possible Future Research Directions 
There are a number of different ways that the research presented in this thesis 
could be further developed. Shown below are some of the potential directions that 
a continuation of this research could go in. 
• Firstly, investigating ways to implement a decoding method for 16-QAM or 
general M-QAM which has a frequency offset tolerance limited only by the 
bandwidth of the electronics (with signals at higher symbols rates being 
filtered out at lower frequency offsets). This could possibly be done by 
appropriately modifying the DDPSK approach or by a completely different 
approach. 
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• Secondly, the approximately 1dB penalty between Mth power DDQPSK and 
QPSK could possibly be further reduced by undertaking further research 
into novel DSP algorithms. 
• Finally, real-time implementation of the proposed Mth power DDPSK 
decoding scheme using LMS polarisation demultiplexing with FPGAs would 
show that this receiver can be potentially implemented in the field. 
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Appendix B: Proof for Chapter 3 
 
To Prove:  
Given that: 
 
( )( ) M/ππ2,πTωMmod)kT(∆Φ sestsest −+=  (B.1) 
and assuming that the frequency offset is less than 1/(2MTs), or expressed 
mathematically: 
 ( )1sest δ)MT2/(1π2ω −±=  (B.2) 
where 0 < δ1  ≤  1/(2MTs), that this implies that: 
sestsest Tω)kT(∆Φ =  (B.3) 
Proof: 
Substituting equation (B.2) into equation (B.1):  
( )( )( )( ) M/ππ2,πTδ)MT2/(1π2Mmod)kT(∆Φ s1ssest −+−±=  (B.4) 
( )( )( ) M/ππ2,πδTπM2πmod)kT(∆Φ 1ssest −+−±=  (B.5) 
( )( )( ) M/ππ2,πδMT21πmod)kT(∆Φ 1ssest −+−±=  (B.6) 
From the assumptions above: 
1)δ(2MT<0 1s ≤  (B.7) 
2)δ(2MT1<1 1s ≤+  (B.8) 
)δ(2MT-21<)δ(2MT-1 1s1s ≤  (B.9) 
which implies that (1-2MTsδ1) is less than one and, hence, the value inside the 
modulus of equation (B.6) will always be within 2π which allows for the modulus to 
be removed: 
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( )( ) M/ππδMT21π)kT(∆Φ 1ssest −+−±=  (B.10) 
( )( ) M/δMT21π)kT(∆Φ 1ssest −±=  (B.11) 
( )1ssest δT2M/1π)kT(∆Φ −±=  (B.12) 
( )( ) s1ssest TδMT2/1π2)kT(∆Φ −±=  (B.13) 
Replacing terms in equation (B.13) using equation (B.2) yields: 
sestsest Tω)kT(∆Φ =  (B.14) 
Q.E.D. 
 
